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ABSTRACT

A model, WALL2DN, was developed by FPInnovation - Forintek Division, for predicting
the fire resistance of gypsum-board protected wood-stud walls with glass-fibre or
mineral-wool insulation filling the stud cavities, or without insulation in the cavities. This
model, based on two-dimensional heat-conduction equations and approximated thermophysical property functions, can facilitate cost-effective and flexible design options for
gypsum-board-protected wood-stud walls.

In this study, a statistical method, Monte Carlo Simulation, was applied to the existing
WALL2DN model to address the uncertainties in the thermo-physical properties of
materials used to construct wood-stud wall assemblies. The results of the Monte Carlo
simulation are used to calculate the time dependent probability of failure of the
assemblies when subjected to the standard time-temperature curve.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope of Work and Objective

The goal of this study is to develop a computer model, based on a heat transfer model,
WALL2DN, and Monte Carlo Methods, to account for the uncertainties in the
temperature-dependent material properties of wood-framed wall assemblies, and to
extend the model to predict the heat transfer, fire resistance rating and probability of
insulation failure for fire-exposed non-bearing wood-framed walls.

1.2 Background

Wood frame construction is becoming the predominant method of building homes and
low-rise apartments in North America. Increasingly, wood framing is being used in
commercial and industrial buildings. Specially, wood-framed walls are also being widely
used in high-rise buildings as partitions.

Wood-framed walls as the widely used wood frame assembly commonly consist of two
key elements: gypsum boards and wood studs. Generally, wood studs are protected by
gypsum boards. Usually, wood studs in bearing and non-bearing walls are nominal 2x4
inches or 2x6 inches and are installed with the wide face perpendicular to the wall
surface. Stud spacing is 16- or 24-inches on center. The cavity of wood-framed walls may
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or may not be filled with insulation. Commonly, wood studs protected by insulation
could be provided with good protection when exposed to fire as well as be provided with
good acoustical performance. Figure 1 shows the structure of a typical wood-framed wall.

FPInnovation - Forintek Division developed the WALL2D series of models for
predicting the fire resistance of non-bearing wood-framed walls [1,2,3]. Two-dimensional
heat-conduction equations and thermo-physical property data for the wood studs, gypsum
boards and insulations were utilized to calculate heat transfer through assemblies exposed
to the standard time-temperature curve.

In studies of fire resistance of the WALL2D series of models, it is common to expose
building elements to heating in accordance with a standard temperature-time relation. In
North America, the determination of fire resistance ratings is based on the fire exposure
and acceptance criteria of ASTM El 19 [4] and CAN/ULC-S101 [5] as required by most
building codes. The ASTM El 19 and CAN/ULC-S101 standard temperature-time curve
is shown in Figure 2.

The conditions of acceptance imposed on non-bearing wood-framed walls by ASTM
El 19 and CAN/ULC-S101 stipulate that during the rating classification time period the
assembly should limit the transmission of heat through the assembly such that the
average temperature rise on the unexposed surface does not exceed 139°C or the
temperature rise at a single point does not exceed 181°C [6].

3

Since two-dimensional heat-conduction equations have been applied to the WALL2D
series of models, the criterion used within the WALL2D model to assess an assembly's
ability to contain a fire is the limitation of temperature rise above ambient conditions on
the unexposed surface to an average of 139°C.

The basic version of WALL2D mainly focused on predicting heat transfer through uninsulated wood-stud walls protected by gypsum board. However, in North America, in
many cases, the cavity of wood-framed walls is filled with insulation so that wood studs
could be provided with good protection when exposed to fire and also be provided with
good acoustical performance. Shrinkage of gypsum boards occurs at high temperatures so
that the joints between adjacent gypsum board sheets open, and then the edge of gypsum
board and wood studs are exposed directly to fire, which greatly affects the fire resistance
of the wall assembly. To accommodate this, further refinement of the model WALL2D
was made at Forintek. The model WALL2DN undertakes an analysis of heat transfer
through insulated walls and walls which experience openings at the joints between
adjacent sheets of gypsum boards [3].

The validation of the WALL2DN model was conducted by comparing the simulation
results to those from full-scale standard fire-endurance tests. These comparisons showed
that model predictions were in good agreement with the test results [1, 2, 3].

4
1.3 Motivation for Work

To get more reliable simulation results in comparison with full-scale test data, one of the
most important factors that should be seriously considered in developing the WALL2D
series is how to accommodate discrete temperature-dependent assembly properties into
the model. Properties of most interest are the thermo-physical properties of gypsum
boards, wood studs and insulations.

In WALL2DN, thermo-physical properties, such as density, thermal conductivity, and
specific heat of materials are based on reported values in the literature and from small
and full-scale test results. Forintek and the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC)
collected those values, summarized the relationships of these temperature-dependent
properties, and imported them into the model.

As most of those reported thermo-physical-property values, derived from many small and
full-scale experimental tests, exhibit scatter in the temperature-related figures, Forintek's
representation of those properties as functions of temperature does not reflect the range of
temperature-dependent characteristics of those material properties.

This study applies the Monte Carlo Method to WALL2DN to generate a variety of
temperature-dependent assembly property values that derived from discrete data (i.e.,
reported curves and experimental test results). Randomly generated assembly-property
values are then used in a newly developed version of WALL2DN model which is named
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as WALL2DN-MC. As a result, a better heat transfer simulation and more reliable fire
resistance rating can be expected theoretically. Furthermore, the time dependent
probability of insulation failure can also be predicted for use in risk-based applications,
such as the CUrisk model. CUrisk is a fire risk computer model developed at Carleton
University to evaluate fire safety designs for four-story, timer-frame commercial
buildings [7].

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1. WALL2DN Model

The WALL2DN model was developed to predict the fire-resistive performance of woodstud walls protected by gypsum board. The model can also predict the time to onset of
charring of the studs and the time to failure of the wood-framed wall assembly due to
heat transmission during a standard fire-resistance test [1].

The WALL2DN model employs the following two-dimensional heat conduction equation
[3].

LpPi

fr W}

+ — 'it*? + Q
)=—
dy
k—
dt
dx
V. dx)

(i)

where, Cp is specific heat (J/kg.K), p is density (kg/m ), k is thermal conductivity (W/m
K), Q is the rate of change of enthalpy due to water vaporization in the wood and
calcination in gypsum board (J), t is time (s), and x and y are spatial co-ordinates (m).
The temperature dependent properties, Cp, k, p, and Q for gypsum board and for a wood
stud were obtained by experiments or from published literature [1,2], and will be
introduced in the following sub-sections 2.1.1 through 2.1.3.
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An explicit finite-difference algorithm was used to solve the partial differential equation
presented in Eqn 1. Figure 3 describes the nodal map in the gypsum board and wood stud
for the finite difference calculations. For wall assemblies, the model sets the node spacing
in the depth (x) direction and in the lateral (y) direction at 3.175 mm, except that at the
surface of gypsum board and wood stud where the spacing is 3.175mm (lateral) x 1.5875
mm (depth). Furthermore, a time step of 1 second is used for simulating temperature in
the wood stud and gypsum board, and 0.01 second in the insulation [1,2].

The boundary condition at the surface of the gypsum board on the fire-exposed side was
derived by equating heat conduction with convective and radiative heat transfer at the
surface [3]:

The boundary condition at the surface of the gypsum board on the ambient side was
assumed to only involve convective heat transfer [3]:

,S7\
-k£t)
= ha{Tgaa-Ta)
' dx'

(1-2)

where, Tf is the furnace temperature, and T^ and Tgaa are the surface temperatures (K)
of the gypsum board on fire-exposed side and ambient side respectively, Ta is the
ambient gas temperature, hf is the conductive heat transfer coefficient between the
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furnace gas and gypsum board on the fire exposed side (W/m K), ha is the convective
heat transfer coefficient between the ambient gas and the gypsum board on the ambient
side (W/m2 K), a is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant for radiation and seff

is the

effective emissivity calculated from the furnace gas emissivity ef and the gypsum board
surface emissivity s [3].

^=1/(1/^+1/^-1)

(1-3)

A value of 0.9 was assumed f o r ^ a n d ^ . The heat transfer coefficient hf was assumed
to be 25 (W/m2 K) and ha to be 9 (W/m2 K).

2.1.1. Temperature Dependent Properties of Gypsum Board

Gypsum board is a construction product that consists of a non-combustible core in which
gypsum is the primary component with paper-laminated surfaces. Type X gypsum board
has additives that give it better fire-resistive performance than regular gypsum board of
the same thickness.

Gypsum is called calcium sulphate dihydrate, CaS04.2H 2 0, a crystalline mineral in

which about a maximum of 21% by weight is chemically combined water. In addition,
gypsum board usually contains a little amount of free water [1].
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When heated to temperatures greater than 80°C, gypsum begins to undergo a thermal
degradation process called calcination. In the process of calcination, the chemically
combined water dissociates from the crystal lattice as expressed by the following
chemical equation [1]:

CaS04 • 2H20^> CaS04 • l/2H20

+ 3/2H20

(2)

Calcium sulphate hemihydrate (CaS04 • I/2H2O) is commonly known as plaster of Paris.
With continued heating, the remaining water within the calcium sulphate hemihydrate
(CaS04 • I/2H2O) will be released since the hemi-hydrate undergoes dehydration to
become anhydrous calcium sulphate, CaSC«4. As the gypsum reaches 125°C, calcination
is completed.

To obtain an accurate heat transfer prediction through the gypsum board, it is necessary
to know the gypsum board's thermo-physical properties, such as density, specific heat
and thermal conductivity. Much research and many tests have revealed a wide variability
in values of these properties because the chemical formulation of the core of gypsum
board varies from one manufacturer to another. Tests conducted by FPInnovation Forintek Division at NRCC [2] for determining the thermo-physical properties of two
widely used commercial products: 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) Type C board; and 15.9 mm (3/4
inch) Type X board explored the following properties [1,2]:
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> Density (p)

The density of the 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board is 732 kg/m3 and that of the 15.9
mm Type X gypsum board 648 kg/m3. Both gypsum boards were tested in a thermogravimetric analyzer at a heating rate of 20°C/min by NRCC. The results of the
analysis for the two gypsum boards are shown in Figure 4. As the temperature of the
boards increased between 100°C and 160°C, both gypsum boards lost about 17.5%
of their mass as water of crystallization and free water were almost completely driven
off in the form of steam. These results show that the density of gypsum boards
changes significantly when the temperature increases from 100°C to 160°C. If a
lower heating rate were employed, this mass loss would occur at even lower
temperatures in comparison with the results discussed above [1,2].

> Apparent Specific Heat (CP)

Tests to determine the specific heat of type X and type C gypsum boards were done
by FPInnovation - Forintek Division at the NRCC using two different heating rates
2°C/min and 20°C/min [1,2]. The results from these tests are shown in Figure 5 for
temperatures up to 200 C. When temperatures are below the dehydration range, the
specific heat of the boards is 0.95 kJ/(kg °C). Peaks appearing in Figure 5 are a result
of gypsum dehydration. When lower heating rates are used, the peaks occur at lower
temperatures. The area under the peaks in the curves shown in Figure 5 is the energy
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required to drive free water and the water of crystallization from the gypsum boards

Results of thermo-gravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry of
gypsum boards provided by a manufacturer indicated that at ambient temperature
3.4% of the mass of gypsum board specimens is free water and 14.65% is water of
crystallization [2]. As noted in the beginning of this section, a 21% of pure gypsum is
chemically bound water. The tested gypsum boards contains 14.65 percent chemically
bound water in its core, which means that the core of the tested gypsum board is
about 14.6/21.0 x 100% = 69.5% pure gypsum in comparison with a maximum of
100% (21% chemically bound water). Since the content of pure gypsum in gypsum
boards differs from one manufacturer to another, the content of pure gypsum
contained in gypsum boards in Canada is required to be not less than 65% pure
gypsum [7, 8]. This corresponds to a minimum of 13.65% water of crystallization
(65% x 21.0%= 13.65%).

Additionally, the contribution to the specific heat of gypsum boards due to the
vaporized water of crystallization and free water in gypsum boards was considered in
the WALL2DN model. For the temperature range of interest, 2.1 kJ/(kg C) of water
vapour has been applied in WALL2DN.
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> Thermal Conductivity (k)

Results of the thermal conductivities for gypsum boards from the NRCC's tests are
presented in Figure 6 [2]. Since steady-state methods were employed to determine
thermal conductivities in the tests, the experimental results shown in Figure 6 are for
dehydrated board. During the period in which water vapour is present in the board,
water vapour can increase heat transfer by augmenting the thermal conductivity and
by convection. Additionally, it is known that the effects of dehydration greatly
depend on the pressure and concentration of vapour in the board and the porosity of
the board [1,2]. Since it is difficult to quantify these effects, neither the pressure and
concentration of vapour in the gypsum board nor the porosity of the board was
directly addressed in the WALL2DN model. WALL2DN uses an effective thermal
conductivity that considers the effects of water vapour on thermal conductivity and
radiative heat transfer in the boards. The dashed curve presented in Figure 6 was
loosely based on experimental data generated from NRCC [1] but calibrated to give
reasonable agreement between the predictions of WALL2DN and experiment.

>

Expansion and Contraction

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the shrinkage of the two gypsum
boards tested by FPInnovation - Forintek Division at the NRCC [1]. The Type C core
underwent less shrinkage than the Type X core throughout the temperature range
tested. Results are also shown for gypsum boards laminated with paper of about 1
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mm thickness on each side. The paper would be consumed in the temperature range
200-350 C. To properly model heat transfer, it is necessary to account for the
expansion/contraction of gypsum boards. In the WALL2DN model, the combined
effects of core shrinkage and paper burn-off are taken into consideration by assuming
that board thickness varies with temperature as indicated in Figure 7 [1].

> Enthalpy

The enthalpy of gypsum board can be calculated as the area under the specific heat
versus temperature curve [1]:

H(T)=£cp(T')dT'

(3)

where H(T) is the enthalpy in J/kg at temperature T, Cp (T') is the specific heat at
temperature T', T' is the dummy variable of integration, and Ta is the ambient
temperature. In Eqn 3, Cp includes the contribution of water vapour mentioned in the
previous section on "Specific Heat".

The relationship between gypsum board's enthalpy and temperature as used in the
model is shown in Figure 8. For building this relationship, it was assumed that the
crystallization water and free water would be completely vaporized in the temperature
range between 100 - 200 C and the resulting water vapour would not migrate [1].
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2.1.2. Temperature Dependent Properties of Wood Studs

Wood studs with gypsum boards on each side in a wall can be protected for a significant
period of time during the event of a fire. However, the studs eventually become heated.
When the temperature of wood studs rises to about 100°C, free moisture contained within
the wood's cellular structure starts vaporizing. In the temperature range between 200350°C, wood experiences a thermal degradation process known as pyrolysis in which
wood gets decomposed into volatiles and char. In the pyrolysis process, a layer of char
forms on the fireside of the stud, which begins to advance through the stud. The
temperature at the interface between char and wood is generally assumed to be 288°C
[9].

It is a complex task to model heat transfer and charring occurring in wood since values
published in the literature for the thermo-physical properties of wood and the kinetic
parameters governing pyrolysis exhibit a wide variability [10]. Accordingly, a simple
provisional heat transfer model developed by Forintek was employed in WALL2DN. In
the following few sections, the input data for wood used in the model are introduced.

> Density (p)

The wood studs originally employed in WALL2D were of the species group SPF
(spruce-pine-fir) and of Grade 2 or better. SPF is assumed to have density of 483
kg/m3 at ambient temperature, and to contain the free moisture content of about
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12.0%. Two new wood species have recently been added to the WALL2DN model,
Douglas Fir whose density is 550 kg/m with free moisture content of 9.5%, and
Southern Pine whose density is 550 kg/m with free moisture content of 9.6% [1, 3].

Thermo-gravimetric analyses of wood done by FPInnovation - Forintek Division at
the NRCC [2] at the heating rate of 5°C per minute (similar to the rate encountered in
burning wood members) were summarized as a density-temperature curve shown in
Figure 4. The slow decrease in density as temperature rises to 100°C is due to the
vaporization and migration of free water. In the range of 200°C and 350°C the sharp
decrease in density indicates that wood experiences pyrolysis [1].

> Specific Heat (Cw)

The specific heat of oven-dry wood, Cw J/(kg °C) has a temperature dependence
given by the following expression valid up to 200°C [11].

C r =1110 + 4.27

(4)

where T is temperature in °C.

In the WALL2DN model, this specific heat is used for wood. As with gypsum board,
the specific heat of the free water in wood is considered to be 4.19 kJ/(kg °C), the
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heat of vaporization 2.26 MJ/kg and the specific heat of water vapour to be 2.1 kJ/(kg

°C).

In WALL2DN, wood pyrolysis has been assumed to be endothermic and the heat of
pyrolysis was assumed to be 370 kJ/kg. As a result, the specific heat of wood is
considered to drop linearly from its value at 200°C to 0.69 kJ/(kg °C) at 350°C as the
wood is converted to char. For temperatures above 350°C, the specific heat of char
remains at 0.69 kJ/(kg °C), which is the specific heat for charcoal [1].

> Thermal Conductivity (k)

At ambient temperature, the thermal conductivity of wood, k W/(m °C), can be
determined in terms of its specific gravity, S, and moisture content, M [12],

k = S x (0.200 + 0.0404 xM) + 0.0238

(5)

For SPF with S = 0.43 and M = 0.12, the ambient temperature thermal conductivity is
k = 0.112 W/(m °C). At higher temperatures, the thermal conductivity of wood (or
char) was assumed to follow the relationship depicted in Figure 6 [1].

> Enthalpy
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The relationship between the enthalpy of wood studs and temperature which is
presented in Figure 8 was similar to the one used for gypsum board. In the procedure
of deriving this relationship, free water was assumed to be vaporized in the
temperature range 100-120°C and the resultant water vapour did not migrate [1].

2.1.3. Temperature Dependent Properties of Insulations

Insulation is often used to delay the temperature rise of structural members in order to
enhance the fire-resistance rating of the protected structures. There are a lot of insulation
materials available in the market, however, mineral wool and glass fibre are the two most
widely used insulations in wood-framed walls.

The thermal properties of insulation play an important role in determining the fire
resistance of wood-framed walls; however, there is not much information available on the
thermal properties of various types of insulation. The following sections show some test
results summarized by Forintek [3].

> Shrinking and Melting Characteristics of Insulation

Insulation will shrink and then melt at high temperatures. The linear shrinkage of
various types of insulation materials at elevated temperatures measured by Forintek is
shown in Figure 9. The figure shows the shrinkage of rock-fibre insulation, glassfibre insulation, polystyrene foam and polyurethane foam as a function of
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temperature. As the figure indicates, polystyrene foam begins to shrink at 110°C,
polyurethane foam at 170°C, glass-fibre insulation at 430°C and rock-fibre insulation
at 650°C. The space between the insulation and the exposed gypsum board gets larger
(Figure 10 (b)) with the shrinkage and melting of insulation, and eventually the
insulation may deform as shown in Figure 10 (c) due to gravitational effects. The
thickness of insulation used in the WALL2DN model was based on the measured data
shown in Figure 9. The enthalpy change due to the shrinkage of insulation was
assumed to be zero [3].

> Thermal Conductivity of Insulation

The thermal conductivity of glass-fibre in the WALL2DN model was assumed to be a
function of temperature and density [13].

Kglass = a + bT1-5 + cT 3 0

(6)

a = ai + a2p+ a3/p
b = bi + b2p+ b3/p
C = Ci + C2P+ C3/P

where T is temperature (°C) and p is the density of the glass-fibre insulation. The
coefficients a, b and c are related to the density of the glass-fibre insulation.
Coefficients ai, a2, a3, bi, b2, b3, Ci, C2, and C3 are constants as below.
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ai=1.492E-02

b,=2.777E-07

ci==3.557E-10

a2=3.274E-05

b2=6.090E-10

c2=7.804E-13

a3=1.202E-01

b3=2.235E-06

c3=2.864E-09

The thermal conductivity of rock-fibre insulation is almost independent of density
and is defined as a function only of temperature [14].

Krock = a + bT1-5 + cT 3 0

(7)

where T is temperature (°C) and coefficients a, b and c are the constant values.

a=0.035

b=1.709E-05

c=6.394E-ll

2. 2. Monte Carlo Methods

Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational algorithms that employ repeated
random sampling to compute results. The name Monte Carlo was gained from the Monte
Carlo Casino in Monaco and was popularized during the Manhattan Project of World
War II by physicists working on nuclear weapon projects [15, 16]

Currently, Monte Carlo Methods are widely used to solve various problems with
uncertainty in inputs by generating suitable random numbers and observing the numbers
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obeying some properties, such as shape of selected probability distribution functions [16,
17].

Figure 11 shows the Monte Carlo Methods as applied to an arbitrary physical system. It
first assumes that the physical system can be described by selecting probability density
functions (pdf s) based on well-established knowledge and experience. Then, the Monte
Carlo simulation can proceed by sampling from these pdf s, which necessitates generating
random numbers from the selected pdf s. Finally, the outcomes of calculations using the
random samplings should be accumulated in an appropriate manner to summarize the
findings. In summary, the essence of Monte Carlo Methods is the use of random
sampling techniques to find a solution of the physical problem. It differs from a
conventional numerical solution approach that starts with the mathematical model of the
physical system, discretizes the differential equations and then solves a set of algebraic
equations for the unknown system [17, 18, 19].

The general description of Monte Carlo methods given above does not provide details of
how to apply Monte Carlo into applications. It is only natural to consider that Monte
Carlo methods could be used to simulate random or stochastic processes if these
processes were considered to be described by pdf s. However, in many Monte Carlo
applications, how to determine which pdf s are applicable to stochastic processes is
actually very hard because it is difficult to find apparent stochastic content. Therefore, in
many cases, artificial transformation in terms of pdf s might be posed for the purpose of
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simulating stochastic processes. Next, a generic view of the components of Monte Carlo
methods will be introduced, including the Monte Carlo rubric [18, 20].

2.2.1 Major Components of a Monte Carlo Algorithm

Before going through the details of the Monte Carlo method, it is important to have a
brief description of the major components of Monte Carlo methods since these
components comprise the basis of most Monte Carlo applications and a good
understanding of them will give a solid foundation to apply Monte Carlo methods in this
study. The major components are [21, 22, 23]:

•

Probability distribution functions (pdfs) — the pdf s are used to describe the
properties of the physical system (i.e. wood-framed wall assemblies), such as
normal, triangular or lognormal pdfs, which are used in this study.

•

Random number generator - a source of random numbers generated from the
selected pdfs, such as normal random number generator employed in this study.

•

Sampling rule — algorithms to generate sampling from the designated pdfs, such
as mean and standard deviation which is the sampling rule used in a normal pdf.

•

Scoring - the accumulated outcomes within the quantities of interest, such as
histogram and cumulative probability curves presented in Chapter 4 of this study.

•

Error estimation - an algorithm to allow estimating the statistical error (i.e.
variance) as a function of the number of trials and other quantities.
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•

Variance reduction techniques - techniques used within Monte Carlo applications
to reduce the variance of random processes. These techniques may provide a
solution to further reduce the number of required simulation runs in the procedure
of Monte Carlo simulation.

The next section of this chapter introduces some components mentioned above in more
detail. In addition, Chapter 3 will introduce several widely used Monte Carlo simulation
methods, and will describe how to apply them to WALL2DN.

2.2.2 Density Functions

If there is a continuous range of values, such as real number between 0 and 1, the
probability of getting exactly a specific real number is zero, since there are infinite real
numbers to choose from, and it would be impossible to find exactly the correct real. For
example, the probability of selecting the real number r=0. I l l must be zero, as there
exists an infinite number of alternative real numbers. Actually, there can be infinite real
numbers between 0.110 and 0.112, hence the probability for a given real number is zero.
However, the probability of a random variable (r.v.) that takes on a value within a given
interval, such as a real number between 0.110 and 0.112, will be possible. To realize this,
a probability density function (pdf) needs to be defined first [18, 22].
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2.2.2.1 Probability Density Function (pdf)

If a random variable x is distributed according to a pdf f(x), then the probability that x is
in the interval (x, x+dx) is given by f(x)dx [15,18]:

prob(x <x <x + dx) = P(x <x <x + dx) = f(x)dx

(8)

As f (x)dx is unitless, f(x) should have units of inverse random variable units, such as 1/m
or 1/s, depending on the units of x. A typical pdf f(x) is shown in Figure 12, which
illustrates the interpretation of the probability of finding the random variable in the
interval (x, x+dx) with the area under the curve f(x) from x to x+dx.

We can also calculate the probability of finding the random variable somewhere in the
finite interval [a, b] [15, 18]:
b

prob(a <x<b) = P(a<x<b)=

\f{x)dx

(9)

a

which is the area under the curve f(x) from x = a to x = b.

There are some important restrictions on pdf s. As f(x) is a probability density function, it
must be positive for all values of the random variable x. In addition, the probability of
finding the random variable somewhere on the real axis must be unity. It turns out that
these two conditions, which are summarized below, are the only necessary conditions for
f (x) to be a legitimate pdf [15, 18].
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/(JC)>0;

-oo<x<oo

(10)

+00

\f{x)dx = \

(11)

—00

Since these restrictions are not very stringent, Monte Carlo methods do not need both of
them together to solve applications that have no apparent randomness. In addition, an
important quantity needs to be defined and introduced, which is intimately related to the
pdf, known as the cumulative distribution function (cdf).

2.2.2.2 Cumulative Distribution Function (cdf)

The cumulative distribution function gives the probability that the random variable x is
less than or equal to a given value, a [18, 22]:

cdf = prob(x <a) = F(x)

(12)

a

= \f{x)dx
-00

Since f(x) > 0, and the integral of f (x) is normalized to unity, F(x) must obey the
following rules:

•

F(x) increases in a monotone fashion

.

F(-oo) = 0

•

F(+oo) = 1
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A representative cdf is shown in Figure 13 illustrating the dependence of F(x)
as x —> ±00.

2.2.3 Stratified Sampling

As described in the previous sections, a Monte Carlo simulation consists of some
physical or mathematical system that can be described in terms of probability distribution
functions (pdf s). These probability distribution functions describe the evolution of the
overall system, such as space, energy or time. The goal of a Monte Carlo method is to
simulate the physical system by random sampling from pdf s and by performing the
necessary supplementary computations needed to describe the system evolution.

There are some commonly used forms of stratified sampling that reduce the number of
runs necessary for a Monte Carlo simulation to achieve a reasonably accurate random
distribution. Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is one form of stratified sampling that is
often applied to multiple variables. LHS can not only be incorporated into an existing
Monte Carlo model fairly easy, but also works with variables following any analytical
probability distribution [24, 25].

The concept behind LHS is not complex. Variables sampled use an even sampling
method, and then randomly combined sets of these variables are used for one calculation
of the targeted distribution function. The LHS sampling algorithm ensures that the
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distribution function can be sampled evenly, but with the same probability trend. To
perform the LHS, the targeted distribution function needs to be divided into segments,
one for each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation. Next, a probability is randomly
chosen within each segment using a uniform distribution, and then mapped into the
correct representative value of the variables' actual distribution. LHS is capable of
reducing the number of runs necessary to stabilize a Monte Carlo simulation by a large
factor, and sometimes could take up to 30% fewer runs to generate a smooth distribution
of outcomes. Furthermore, the process can be implemented in a quick, simple, and easy
way [24].

2.2.4 Variance Reduction Techniques

Variance reduction techniques are methods for reducing the variance in the estimated
solution to achieve a reduction of computational time for the Monte Carlo simulation.
Importance sampling (IS) is a widely used variance reduction technique that can be
applied into the Monte Carlo method. The idea behind IS is to determine certain values of
input random variables in a simulation having more impact on the parameter being
estimated than others. Since these chosen values are emphasized by sampling more
frequently, the estimator variance may be reduced. Hence, how to choose a distribution
that encourages the important values becomes core of the IS application. However, the
use of biased distributions will lead to a biased estimator when it is applied directly in the
simulation. Yet, if the simulation outcomes are weighted to correct for the use of the
biased distribution, the unbiased IS estimator can be ensured. Generally, the weight is
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determined by the likelihood ratio which is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the true
underlying distribution with respect to the biased distribution function [26, 27].

The fundamental issue in implementing an IS simulation is how to design a good biased
distribution which encourages the important regions of input variables. However, a
problem with IS is that designing good biased distribution becomes more complicated
and much harder as the system complexity increases. Usually, a successful approach to
solve this problem is to break down a simulation into several smaller, more sharply
defined sub-problems, and then IS strategies can be applied to each of the simpler subproblems [28,29].

2.2.5 Multivariate Probability Density Functions

The term "multivariate" is often defined as an adjective to mean involving many
variables, as opposed to one (univariate) or two (bivariate). A generalization to more than
one random variable can be called multivariate probability. Generally, it is not easy to
visualize distribution functions in a multi-dimensional space when the dimensionality is
greater than three, or to plot them if the multi-dimension space is greater than two [22].

Multivariate distribution is used to do multivariate analysis which is the simultaneous
statistical consideration of relationships among many measured properties for a given
system. There are several commonly applied multivariate distributions, such as
multivariate uniform, multivariate normal, Fisher, Dirichlet, Wishart, and so on [22].
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Since, in this study, no multivariate distribution will be used in the WALL2DN model, no
further description and discussion is presented here.

2.2.6 Monte Carlo Implementation

The Monte Carlo method is one of many methods for analyzing uncertainty propagation,
where the goal is to determine how random variation, due to lack of knowledge, affects
the sensitivity, performance and reliability of the system that is being modeled. Monte
Carlo simulation is often categorized as a sampling method as the inputs are randomly
generated from probability distributions to simulate the process of sampling from an
actual application. Therefore, it becomes important to choose a distribution for the inputs
that most closely matches data already existing, or best represents the most current
situation of the specified application. The data generated from the simulation can be
represented as probability distributions (i.e. histograms or cumulative curves) or
converted to error bars, reliability predictions, tolerance zones, and confidence intervals,
as shown in Figure 14 [22, 23]. Figure 14 shows a typical process of Monte Carlo
simulation in which input uncertainty data of xi, x2 and x3 are calculated using a model of
f(x) on basis of the Monte Carlo method to generate predictions of yi and yj
(distributions).

The steps for a Monte Carlo simulation application can be implemented as follows [23]:
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Step 1: Create a parametric-based model (i.e. heat transfer model WALL2DN as
shown in Figure 3),
Step 2: Generate a set of random inputs (xi, x2 and x3 in Figure 14),
Step 3: Execute the model,
Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3,
Step 5: Analyze the outcomes using histograms, summary statistics, and so on
(predictions of yi and yi in Figure 14).

In the next chapter, several widely used and known probability distribution functions will
be introduced, and used to demonstrate how to set up the relationships between the
Monte Carlo methods and the experimental data of the properties of wood-framed wall
assemblies in the WALL2DN-MC model.

2.3 Significance of Applying Monte Carlo Method in WALL2DN

In this study, the Monte Carlo method is applied to the heat transfer model, WALL2DN.
WALL2DN uses equations to describe the thermo-physical properties of wall materials
developed (summarized) by Forintek based on reported scattered data from published
literature or experimental tests. The Monte Carlo method is used in this study to process
the scattered test data of the thermo-properties instead of simply using the summarized
data. The Monte Carlo method is used to process data for density, thermal conductivity,
and specific heat.
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To get more representative simulation results, all data and curves for the thermo-physical
properties of gypsum boards, wood studs and insulations have been considered by the
Monte Carlo method. By doing this, an overall temperature-dependent behavior of woodframed wall assemblies in the WALL2DN-MC model can be reflected. Accordingly, it is
expected that the simulation done by the WALL2DN-MC model might be more
conservative than that done by the WALL2DN model.

By using a variety of published data of material properties of wood-framed wall
assemblies the newly developed model can also calculate the probability of failure of the
wall-assembly with time which is required in risk models, such as CUrisk model.

3. METHODOLOGY

The Monte Carlo Method can be used to simulate processes with many varying scattered
inputs. Typically, in any activity, there are a few crucial inputs, and these inputs, rather
than some other minor factors, should be treated as the major variables in the simulation.
For this reason a Monte Carlo simulation must be preceded by a sensitivity analysis to
determine what the key parameters are.

In the following sections, three widely used functions in Monte Carlo simulations will be
discussed as well as the methodology that will be used to implement them into the current
WALL2DN model to generate the values of temperature-dependent assembly properties.

3.1 Normal Probability Distribution Function

Many sets of data fall well into a bell-shaped pattern as shown in Figure 15. For instance,
the heights of people and scores on an exam all take on a bell-shaped pattern. Generally,
such distributions of data can be modeled using a well-known pdf, the normal distribution
or Gaussian distribution. The curve of a normal distribution is always symmetric from
left to right [30].

Two characteristics distinguish one normal curve from another. The first characteristic is
the point at the center of the normal curve, which corresponds to the mean represented by
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the Greek letter, |i. Each normal distribution curve is symmetric about its mean as
illustrated in Figure 16. The second characteristic of a normal curve is called variation
which corresponds to the distribution of data about the central mean, and which is used to
examine whether the data points are packed tightly around the mean at the center, or
whether there is a large amount of variation about the center. The amount of variation is
often measured by the standard deviation that is denoted by the lower case Greek letter,
CT. The larger a is, the wider the spread in the data is; the smaller it is, the narrower the
variation in the data is, as shown in Figure 17 [30].

The equation describing the normal distribution curve is given by [30, 31]

Mm)2'

l{a

/(*) =

e >

(13)

o4ln

The coefficient I/(a

(2TI) 05 )

ensures that the total area under the curve is precisely 1,

which means it accounts for 100% of the population. If \i = 0 and a = 1 are substituted
into the equation above, the equation reduces to the following [30, 31]

f(x) = -Li>x2

(14)

Equation 14 is usually referred to as the standard normal curve. As x increases in either
the positive or negative direction, -x is increasingly negative so that the function e

05x
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decreases and eventually approaches zero. The standard normal curve has its greatest
height, f(0) = l/(a

(2TI) 05 ),

when x = 0, and it decays toward zero in both directions

symmetrically with the increase of x.

The standard deviation a appears in two places, first in the coefficient, where it affects
the height of the normal curve at any point. Because a appears in the denominator of the
coefficient, the larger a is, the lower the peak of the curve is, and the smaller a is, the
higher the peak is. Second, and more importantly, the standard deviation a also appears
in the denominator of the exponent: -1/2 ((x - u)/a) 2 . As a result, the larger a is, the more
slowly the curve dies out, and the smaller a is, the more rapidly the curve dies out (see
Figure 17) [30].

Another property of any normal distribution function is the fact that the percentage of the
population that lies between any two values of x - say, xL for the left value and xR for the
right value - is exactly equal to the area under the normal curve between x = xL and x =
xR, as shown in Figure 18. Equivalently, the probability that any single randomly selected
member of a normally distributed population lies between any two values of x, say xL and
xR, is equal to the area under the normal curve between x = xL and x = xR, as shown in
Figure 18.

Rules of thumb for any normal distribution (refer to the Figure 19) are as below [30]:
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1. Approximately 68% of any normally distributed population lies within one
standard deviation from the mean. This is located between [i-a and [i + a.
2. Approximately 95% of any normally distributed population lies within two
standard deviations from the mean. This is located between u - 2a and p. + 2a.
3. Approximately 99.7% of any normally distributed population lies within three
standard deviations from the mean. This is located between \x - 3 a and \i + 3 a.

3.1.1 Parameter Estimation

The parameters of the normal distribution are the mean (u) and standard deviation (a)
[30].
1
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(17)

where, x, is the discrete sample data.

3.1.2 Random Number Generation

A common method for generating random numbers from a standard normal distribution is
the Box-Muller algorithm [32] which can generate pairs of standard normal random
numbers (ri and xi) from two standard uniform random numbers (ui and U2):
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rx = sin(2mi2 )x ^- 2 \og(ul)

(18)

r2 = cos(2^/ 2 ) x yj-llogfai)

(19)

A basic style pseudo code for a single standard normal random number is shown below:
rl = Sqrt(-2 x Log(rgU())) xSin(2 x n x rgU())
where, rgU() is a unit uniform random number generator.

The standard normal number can be scaled for given values of mean (u) and standard
deviation (a) with this addition [32]:

r = YJV + rr<j
i

A common refinement is to generate random numbers in pairs and to use a flag to
determine if a new pair should be generated or a previous value used.

3.2 Triangular Probability Distribution Function

The Triangular Distribution is typically considered as a subjective description of a
population for which there is only limited sample data. It is based on the knowledge of
the minimum and maximum and an inspired guess as to what the modal value might be.
Despite being a simplistic description of a population, it is a very useful distribution for
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modeling processes where the relationship between variables is known, but data are
scarce. Refer to Figure 20 [33].

3.2.1 Parameters of Triangular PDF

The parameters of a triangular distribution are listed as the table below [33]:

Parameter

Description

Characteristics

Min.

Minimum value

A float > -oo and <=mod

Mod

Modal Value

A float >= min or <= max

Max.

Maximum value

A float >= mod and < oo

The range of generated random numbers will be determined by the min and max
parameters.

3.2.2 Probability Distribution Functions of Triangular PDF [33]

_, . (mod-min)
F(x) = (max- min)

.
,
when x = mod

(x-min) 2

>-,• N

F(x) =

....
(20)
,„,.

7

when x < mod

(21)

(max- min) x (mod- min)
F(x) = 1

when x > mod
(max- mod) x (max- min)

(22)
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where, min, mod and max are the minimum, modal and maximum values,
respectively.

3.2.3 Parameter Estimation

The parameters of a triangular distribution can be derived directly from the dataset that is
used to describe a model. Provided the dataset does not contain any anomalous points, the
minimum and maximum can be obtained by sorting the values in ascending order and
then only choosing the first and last points. Unless the modal value has been set
subjectively, there is a regular manner using the Max, Min and Mean to estimate the
modal value. The properties of a triangular pdf are determined based on the equations
below [33]:

mod = 3 x mean - max- min

(23)

min2 + mod2 + max2 - minx mod-minx max-modx max
var iance =

,_..
(24)

18
In the real world, it might be very difficult and expensive to collect data, and only a few
may be available to be used as input for some forms of Monte Carlo evaluation. The
following simple example in which four observations are available demonstrates how to

apply the approach mentioned above in practice.
{10.0%, 13.5%, 15.5%, 20.0%}
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The mean value of the dataset is 14.75% based on Equation 15, using this value together
with the min and max in Equation 23, gets the modal value as 14.25%.

3.2.4 Random Number Generation

Random number generation (herein referred to as t) for a triangular distribution needs to
be derived by generating a continuous random uniform variable in the range 0 to 1
(herein referred to as u) as the initial value of probability distribution functions of
Trianguler pdf (Equations 21 and 22 in Section 3.2.2 of this Chapter) [33]:
t = rgTriangle(u)
Using basic pseudo style code, the function of uniform random generator would look like
as below:
u = rgU()
If [u<= (mod-min)/(max-min)] then
t = min 4- sqrt(u*(max-min)*(mod-min))
else
t = max - sqrt((l-u)*(max-min)*(max-mod))
end if
where, rgU() is a unit uniform random number generator, and rgTriangle() is the
triangular random number generator.
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3.3 Lognormal Probability Distribution Function

The Lognormal distribution is derived from the normal distribution. It describes a
variable, x, where log(x) is normally distributed. It is valid only for values of x greater
than zero since this is the applicable condition for the function of natural logarithm. The
lognormal distribution can describe many naturally occurring populations very well.
Refer to Figure 21 as a description of the lognormal distribution.

There are three ways of defining a lognormal distribution [34]:
Lognormal - A
Mean and Standard Deviation of variable x.
Lognormal - B
Mean of log(x) and Standard Deviation of log(x)
Lognormal - C
Median of variable x and Standard Deviation of log(x)

3.3.1 Parameters to Describe Lognormal PDF [34, 35]

Lognormal - A
Parameter

Description

Characteristics

Mean

Mean of x

A float > 0 and < oo

std. dev.

Standard Deviation of x

A float > 0
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Lognormal - B
Parameter

Description

Characteristics

mean (log)

Meanoflog(x)

A float > 0 and < oo

std. dev. (log)

Standard Deviation of log(x)

A float > 0

Parameter

Description

Characteristics

median

Median of x

A float > 0 and < oo

std. dev. (log)

Standard Deviation of log(x)

A float > 0

Lognormal - C

The range of random numbers generated for the lognormal distribution is from greater
than zero to positive infinity.

Since the lognormal-B distribution function is selected using in the study, the relationship
between the types of input for the lognormal-B distribution function is [34]:

stdevl0R = Jlog 1 +

meanlos

stdev
Kmeari;

, (stdev^
=\og(mean)—x 1+ •
\mean

(25)

(26)
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The properties of lognormal PDF are shown as follows [34]:
variance = mean2 x [pow(l0.0, stdevf ) -1]

(27)

where, pow(x, y) means x raised to the power y.

3.3.2 Parameter Estimation

The mean and standard deviation for the lognormal distribution are obtained from
formulas derived from the standard normal distribution [34]:

1 ,=1
mean^„
'log = — Vlog(x,)

(28)

stdevlos = ^ p f > g ( * , ) 2 -| 2>g(*;)

(29)

J=N

3.3.3 Random Number Generation

In this study, lognormal - B distribution will be used. The Box-Muller method described
in section 3.1 of this Chapter for the Normal distribution can also be adapted for the
lognormal distribution as follows [34, 35, 36].

Stepl
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Assuming the required distribution is defined in terms of the mean and
standard deviation of the variable, use Equations (28) and (29) to derive
meaniog and stdeviog.
Step 2
Generate a standard normally distributed random number using the BoxMuller method:
N = Sqrt(-2 * Log(rgU())) * Sin(2 * n * rgU())
Step 3
Scale the standard value with meaniog and stdeviog:
LogN = meani0g + N*stdeviog
Step 4
Exponentiate "LogN" to create a lognormal value:
LogN = exp(LogN)

3.4 Relationships between Monte Carlo Methods and the Wood-framed Wall
Assembly Properties of WALL2DN Model

In the case of a wood structure, the engineering properties of the main components (i.e.
wood studs and gypsum boards) are highly variable. Hence it's difficult to predict the
behaviour of the fire resistance when exposed to fire. Furthermore, only a few discrete
experimental data are available which makes it difficult to accurately describe the
properties of the temperature-dependent components. For these reasons, a great deal of
research has been conducted to find new ways to determine the temperature-dependent
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property characteristics of wood studs and gypsum boards, such as the summarized
equations and curves [1, 2, 3].

The WALL2D series of models have used published equations and curves to predict the
behavior of wood-framed wall assemblies when exposed to fire. However, these
equations and curves do not account for the variations of these properties. Therefore, a
statistical method, Monte Carlo method, is proposed in this study for solving the
deficiency of the original WALL2DN model. In addition, this approach will yield the
probability of failure as a function of time.

3.4.1 General Approach

A Monte Carlo analysis first requires choosing a statistical distribution for each
component input parameters, and then establishes the relationship between the
component variable and the statistical distribution. In this study, three distribution
functions (i.e., normal, triangular and lognormal pdf s) have been selected. This section
describes the approach used to set up the relationships between Monte Carlo simulation
techniques (meaning the statistical distributions) and the temperature-dependent
properties of wood-framed assemblies in WALL2DN (meaning the component
variables).
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3.4.2 Relationship Establishment

The literature of WALL2DN discussed in Section 2.1 revealed that there are nine
properties that govern heat transfer through wood-framed walls. These properties will be
discussed in this chapter to objectively establish relationships that will be used in the
Monte Carlo simulation methods. The properties that will be considered are density,
specific heat, thermal conductivity and shrinkage of gypsum board; density, specific heat
and thermal conductivity of wood-studs; and density and thermal conductivity of
insulation materials.

3.4.2.1 Density

The density discussed below includes the density of gypsum board, wood-stud and
insulation material.

> Density of Gypsum Board

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the density of one manufacturer's 12.7-mm firerated gypsum board is 732 kg/m3, and the density of the same manufacturer's
15.9-mm fire-rated gypsum board is 648 kg/m3. The temperature-dependent
density curves for both boards are shown in Figure 4.
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In WALL2DN, the density of fire-rated gypsum boards at elevated temperatures
is obtained using the following equations:

p-po

T<150°C

p = po [0.9831-0.1138(T - 150.0)/50.0]

150°C < T < 200°C

p = po [0.8693-0.0227(T - 200.0)/100.0]

200°C < T < 300°C

p = po [0.8466-0.0364(T - 300.0)/400.0]

300°C < T < 700°C

p = po [0.8102+0.0843(T - 700.0)/200.0]

T > 700°C

where, po is the density of gypsum boards at ambient temperature, 732 kg/m3 for
12.7-mm gypsum board and 648 kg/m3 for 15.9-mm gypsum board.

There are few reported curves or experimental data available in relation to the
density of gypsum boards at elevated temperature. For keeping the validation of
model simulation, Monte Carlo simulation will not be considered applying to the
property of density of gypsum boards in this study.

> Density of Wood-Stud

In the WALL2DN model, fixed density values for different wood species
groupings at ambient temperature were used, and temperature-dependent equation
or curve was not employed. The assumption made in WALL2DN model might be
that the density of wood studs up to the charring temperature of 288°C would
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remain the same as the density at ambient temperature. After charring the density
would sharply drop and the charred portion would be considered to have little
influence on the heat transfer simulation process. This characteristic described
above for the density of wood can be clearly demonstrated in Figure 22 [37]. The
intent of this study is to apply the Monte Carlo Method to the thermal properties
of wood-framed wall assembly at elevated temperatures. Since there is only a
range of the coefficient of variation of density of wood-stud (i.e. about 10% [37])
at ambient temperature available and not many test data and reported curves at
elevated temperature can be found, the Monte Carlo Method will not be applied to
this property in the new model.

> Density of Insulations

Since density values of glass-fibre and mineral-wool can be designated by users at
the model initiating through the toolbar "Menu\Settings" in WALL2DN, the
Monte Carlo method will not be applied to the property of density of insulations.

3.4.2.2 Specific Heat

> Specific Heat of Gypsum Board

In WALL2DN, the temperature-dependent specific heat of gypsum boards can be
determined as follows:
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Cpg = (\-Pw)Cpg,a+Pw

-Cps

for T< 500°C

Cpg=(l-Pw)Cpga
Pw=mw+0.2l-mg

forT>500°C

(30)
(31)

(32)

where Cpg is specific heat of gypsum board at elevated temperature, Cpg

a

is

the specific heat of gypsum board at ambient temperature, equal to 950 J/kg C,
and Cps is specific heat of steam equal to 2100 J/kg °C. Pw is the fraction of
water in the gypsum board, including both free and crystallization water. mw is
mass of free water of gypsum board (3.4%), and mg is the mass of gypsum board
without free water (96.5%). The value 0.21 is the maximum value of 21% by
mass crystallization water in pure gypsum. Refer to Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2.

The water content including in gypsum boards varies with one manufacturer to
another manufacturer. According to the experimental results of a scanning
calorimetry for gypsum board of one manufacturer, there was 3.4% of mass free
water and 14.6% of mass chemically bound water [1]. This test result means that
the percent of pure gypsum for this type of gypsum board, in comparison with a
maximum of 2 1 % of gypsum, is about 14.6/21.0 x 100% = 69.5% pure gypsum.

In accordance with former Canadian standard for gypsum boards [8, 9], the
minimum percentage of pure gypsum within any commercial gypsum board is
65%. This indicated that the minimum value of chemically bound water should be
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13.65%. Based on this analysis, it can be claimed that the mass of chemically
bound water of gypsum boards could be within the range of 13.65% to 21%.

Accordingly, the data, {21%, 14.6%, 13.65%}, will be used in the model to
determine the initial parameters of the three Monte Carlo simulation methods,
normal pdf, triangular pdf, and lognormal pdf. The main parameters will then be
used as inputs into the random number generators for generating a variety of
specific heat values of gypsum boards, which will replace the constant 21% used
in the WALL2DN model.

The details to establish the relationship between the three probability distribution
functions (normal, triangle and lognormal) and the specific heat of gypsum board
are as follows.

a) Normal pdf

The Normal pdf simulation, described in section 3.1, is implemented using the
following steps.

Stepl
Determine the values of the mean and standard deviation by using
Equations 15 through 17.
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1
= -(0.1365 + 0.146 + 0.21) = 0.16417

var/ance = — ^ ( x , - //) 2
N i=N
=-[(0.1365-0.16417) 2 +(0.146-0.16417) 2 +(0.21-0.16417) 2 ]
= 1.065x10~3

<J

= 4variance
= Vl. 065x10~3 = 0.03264

Step 2

Determine the value of mass chemically bound water in gypsum
boards by substituting mean, standard deviation and seed into the
normal random number generator.

crystallizeWaterPercent = DNRandom{/d,a,seed)

where DNRandom {double, double, int) is the normal random
number generator.
Step 3

Calculate the fraction of water in the gypsum board, Pw,

Pw =mw+ crystallizeWaterPercent • m

(33)

and then determine the specific heat of gypsum board at the
elevated temperature and associated time by substituting the
Pw into the Equations 30 and 31 discussed in the previous portion
of this section.

b) Triangular pdf

The Triangular pdf simulation, described in section 3.2, is implemented using
following steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of maximum, minimum and modal values by
using Equations 15 and 23.
max = 0.21 and

mean

1

min = 0.1365

,=1

= -(0.1365 + 0.146 + 0.21) = 0.16417

mod = 3 x mean - max- min
= 3x0.16417-0.21-0.1365 = 0.146
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Step 2
Determine the value of the mass of chemically bound water in
gypsum boards by substituting max, min, mode and seed into the
triangular random number generator.

crystallizeWaterPercent -

TriRandom(max,mm,mod,seed)

where TriRandom{double,double,double,int)

is the triangular

random number generator.

Step 3

Calculate the fraction of water in the gypsum board, Pw, based on
the Equation 33, and then determine the specific heat of gypsum
board at the elevated temperature and associated time by
substituting the Pw into the Equations 30 and 31 discussed in the
previous portion of this section.

c) Lognormal pdf

The Lognormal pdf simulation, described in section 3.3, is implemented using the
following steps.
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Step 1

Determine the values of uiog and ciog by using Equations 28 and 29.

^

1=1
i=i

i v

i=N

= -[log(0.1365) + log(0.146) + log(0.21)] = -1.8254

2

0-108

f1=1

\2

\>"=JV

/

jjtff>g(*,) -(|>g(*,)
2>g(*,)

~ N„

= jV3-{[log(0.1365)]2 +[log(0.146)]2 + [log(0.21)]2}
[log(0.146) + log(0.1365) + log(0.21)]2
= 0.18922

Step 2

Generate a standard normal random number.

stdNormal = NRandom {seed)

where NRandom (vat) is the standard normal random number
generator.

Step 3
Determine the value of the mass of chemically bound water in
gypsum boards by substituting meaniog, stdeviog and seed into the
lognormal random number generator.
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crystallize WaterPercent - LogNRandom (//log, <rlog, seed)

where LogNRandom (double, double,int) is the lognormal random
number generator.

Step 4

Calculate the fraction of water in the gypsum board, Pw , based on
the Equation 33, and then determine the specific heat of gypsum
board at the elevated temperature and associated time by
substituting the Pw into the Equations 30 and 31 discussed in the
previous portion of this section.

> Specific Heat of Wood-Stud

In WALL2DN, the temperature dependent specific heat of wood-studs was
determined as follows:

Cpw =1110 + 4.2-7
Sph =-(2.1-m^+1.26-mFD)
B,=2.l-mFW+l.95-mFD

for T< 200°C
1300

(34)

200°C < T < 350°C

(35)

200° C < T < 350° C

(36)
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where Cpw is the specific heat at temperatures less than 200°C, Sph is the slope
of the specific heat curve between 200°C - 350°C, B . is the intercept of the
specific heat curve between 200°C - 350°C, mFW is the mass fraction of water
within the wood-stud, which is a constant for the selected wood species in
WALL2DN, mFD is the mass fraction of dry-wood within the wood-stud, which
is also a constant for the selected wood species. The numbers of 2.1, 1.95 and
1.26 are values derived from the temperature vs. specific-heat curve used in
WALL2DN. The value of 2.1 means the specific heat of water vapour (2.1 kJ/kg
°C), the value of 1.95 means the specific heat of wood-stud at a temperature of
200°C (1.95 kJ/kg°C), and the value of 1.26 means the specific heat of woodstud at a temperature of 350°C (1.26 kJ/kg°C).

Values of the specific heat of wood studs were also reported in Janssens [38],
Fredlund [38], Knudon [38] and Robert White [39]. The equations below can be
derived based on Figure 23 [38, 39].

Cpw = 1750 + 5.5 • T

for T < 200°C

Janssens Curve [38]

Cpw = 1450 + 3.0 • T

for T < 200°C

Fredlund Curve [38]

Cpw = 1250 + 5.0 • T

for T < 200°C

Knudon et al Curve [38]

Cpw =1125 + 4.52 • T

forT < 200°C Robert H White Equation [39]
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When the temperature of the wood stud is between 200°C - 350°C, the specific
heat values at the temperature points of 200°C and 350°C can be determined
based on Figure 23.

1.95 kJ/kg°C at 200°C, and 1.45 kJ/kg°C at 350°C
Janssens Curve [38]

1.95 kJ/kg°C at 200°C, and 1.30 kJ/kg°C at 350°C
- — Fredlund Curve [38]

1.85 kJ/kg°C at 200°C, and 1.22 kJ/kg°C at 350°C
Knudon et al Curve [38]

Accordingly, the subsets of specific heat {1.11, 1.125, 1.25, 1.45, 1.75}, {1.85,
1.95, 1.95, 1.95} and {1.22, 1.26, 1.30, 1.45} at the temperature points of 0°C,
200°C and 350°C, respectively, and the subset of intercept {3.0, 4.2, 4.52, 5.0,
5.5} will be used to determine the initial parameters (i.e., mean, mode, standard
deviation, etc.) of the three probability distribution functions, and then these
initial parameters will be put into the related random number generator to
generate a variety of values (i.e., intercepts and slopes) used to calculate the
specific heat of wood studs at elevated temperatures, which will replace the
constant parameter values used in WALL2DN.
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The steps used to establish the relationship between the three probability
distribution functions (normal, triangular and lognormal) and the specific heat of
wood studs are implemented in the model as follows.

a) Normal pdf

The normal pdf simulation, described in section 3.1, is implemented using the
following steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of mean and standard deviation of specific
heat of wood studs at temperatures between 200°C and 350°C, and
of the mean and standard deviation of the intercept and slope of
specific heat of wood studs at temperatures less than 200°C by
using Equations 15 through 17.
1 ;=1
meanlOO = — V i .
JV

i=N

= -(1.95x3+ 1.85) = 1.925
4
1 i=l
variancelOO = — ^ ( x ; - mean200)2
N i=N
= -[(1.85-1.925)2+3JC(1.95-1.925)2]

= 1.875xl(T3

= Vl.875xl0"3 = 0.0433

mean350 = - (1.22 + 1.26 + 1.30 + 1.45) = 1.3075

vana«ce350 = -[(1.22-1.3075) 2 +(1.26-1.3075) 2 +
(1.30 -1.3075) 2 + (1.45 -1.3075) 2 ]
= 7.569x10

stdev350 = ^7.569x10

3

3

= 0.087

meanB . =-(1.11 + 1.125 + 1.25 + 1.45 + 1.75) = 1.337

var ianceBph =-[(1.11-1.337) 2 +(1.125-1.337) 2 +
(1.25-1.337) 2 +(1.45-1.337) 2 + (1.75-1.337) 2 ]
= 5.7475xl0~2

stdevB . = ^5.7475x10"2 = 0.23974

meanS . = -(3.0 + 4.2 + 4.52 + 5.0 + 5.5) = 4.444

variancesph =-[(3.0-4.444) 2 +(4.2-4.444) 2 +
(4.52 - 4.444)2 + (5.0 - 4.444)2 + (5.5 - 4.444)2 ]
= 0.71494
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stdevSph = V0.71494 = 0.84554

Step 2

Determine the values of specific heat of wood studs at
temperatures between 200°C and 350°C and of the intercept and
slope of specific heat of wood studs at temperatures less than
200°C by substituting the mean, standard deviation and seed into
the normal random number generator.

Cpw200 = DNRandom(mean200,stdev2Q0,seed)

Cpw350 = DNRandom (mean350,stdev350, seed)

Bph = DNRandom (meanBph, stdevBph, seed)

Sph = DNRandom (meanSph, stdevSph, seed)

where DNRandom (double, double, int) is the normal random
number generator.

Step 3
Calculate the specific heat of wood stud at temperatures less than
200°C and the intercept and slope of the specific heat curve of
wood stud at the elevated temperatures between 200°C and 350°C

by substituting the values calculated at Step 2 into the equations
discussed in the previous portion of this section.

CPw=Bph+Sph-T

T<200°C

Sph=-(2.l-mFfV+mFD-Cpw350)/300

(37)

200°C < T< 350°C (38)

Bph=2.l-mFW+Cpw200-mFD

200° C < T < 350° C (39)

b) Triangular pdf

The triangular pdf simulation, described in section 3.2, is implemented using
following steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of max, min and mod of the specific heat of
wood studs at temperatures between 200°C and 350°C, and of
max, min and mod of the intercept and slope of the specific heat of
wood studs at temperatures less than 200°C by using Equations 15
and 23.

max200 = 1.95

min200 = 1.85

and

mean200 = 1.925
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mod 200 = 3 x meanlOO - max 200 - min 200
= 3x1.925-1.95-1.85 = 1.975

max350 = 1.45

min350 = 1.22

and

mean350 = 1.3075

mod350 = 3xmea«350-max350-min350
= 3x1.3075 -1.45 -1.22 = 1.2525

max B

h

= 1.75

min Bph =1.11 and

meanBph =1.337

mod 5 ^ =3x1.337-1.75-1.11 = 1.151

max 5 ^ = 5.5 min Sh =3.0

and

meanSph = 4.444

mod Sph = 3 x meanSph - max Sph - min Sph
= 3x4.444-5.5-3.0 = 4.832

Step 2
Determine the values of the specific heat of wood studs at
temperatures between 200°C and 350°C and of the intercept and
slope of the specific heat of wood studs at temperatures less than
200°C by substituting max, min, mode and seed into the triangular
random number generator.

Cpw 200 = TriRandom (max 200, min 200, mod 200, seed)

Q?w350 = rr/i?andom (max 350, min 350, mod 350, seec/)
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Bph = TriRandom (max Bph, min Bph, mod Bph, seed)

Sph = TriRandom (max Sph, min Sph, mod S h, seed)

where TriRandom (double, double, double, int) is the triangular
random number generator.

Step 3

Calculate the specific heat of wood stud when the temperature is
less than 200°C and the intercept and slope of specific heat curve
of wood stud at the elevated temperatures between 200°C and
350°C by substituting the values calculated at Step 2 into
Equations 37 through 39.

c) Lognormal pdf

The lognormal pdf simulation, described in Section 3.3, is implemented using the
following steps.

Stepl
Determine the values of (Xiog and aiog of the specific heat of wood studs at
temperature between 200°C and 350°C, and of fxi0g and aiog of the
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intercept and slope of the specific heat of wood studs at temperatures less
than 200°C by using Equations 28 and 29.

Mog200 = -|-f>g(x,.)
iv

i=N

1
= -[3xlog(1.95) + log(1.85)] = 0.65467

<xlog 200 = 1

i v f log(x;.)2 - [X log(x;. )^

= -iV4-{3-[log(1.95)]2+[log(1.85)]2}
4
[3-log(1.95) + log(1.85)]2
= 0.0228

//log350 = ^-[log(1.22) + log(1.26) + log(1.30) + log(1.45)]
= 0.266

<rlog350 = iV4-{[log(1.22)] 2 +[log(1.26)]2 +[log(1.30)]2 +[log(1.45)] 2 }[log(l .22) + log(l .26) + log(l .30) + log(l .45)]2
= 0.06163

Ml0iBph

= i[log(l .11) + log(l. 125) + log(l .25) + log(l .45) + log(l .75)]
= 0.2753

alogBph =±V5-{[log(l.ll)] 2 +[log(1.125)]2 +[log(1.25)]2 +[log(1.45)]2
[logG -75)]2} - [log(l .11) + log(l. 125) + log(l .25) + log(l .45) + log(l .75)]2
= 0.17138
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ju:ogSph = 75'[log(3.0) + log(4.2) + log(4.52) + log(5.0) + log(5.5)]
= 1.47128
1
<7,oA* = 7 V5-{[log(3.0)] 2 +[log(4.2)]2 +[log(4.52)]2 +[log(5.0)]2
[log(5.5)]2} - [log(3.0) + log(4.2) + log(4.52) + log(5.0) + log(5.5)]2
= 0.20745

Step 2

Generate a standard normal random number.

stdNormal = NRandom {seed)

where NRandom (int) is the standard normal random number
generator.

Step 3

Determine the values of the specific heat of wood studs at
temperatures between 200°C and 350°C and of the intercept and
slope of the specific heat of wood studs at temperatures less than
200°C by substituting uiog, o\og and seed into the lognormal
random number generator.

Cpw 200 = LogNRandom (//log 200, <rlog 200, seed)

Cpw 350 = LogNRandom (//log 350, crlog 350, seed)
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B
ph

= LogNRandom (MIOSBPH ,

^oeBpf,,seed)

Sph = LogNRandom (julogSph, cr{o%Sph, seed)

where LogNRandom (double,double,int) is the lognormal random
number generator.

Step 4

Calculate the specific heat of wood stud when the temperature is
less than 200°C and the intercept and slope of specific heat curve
of wood stud at the elevated temperatures between 200°C and
350°C by substituting the values calculated at Step 3 into the
Equations 37 through 39.

3.4.2.3 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of wood-stud wall assembly includes the thermal conductivity
of gypsum board, thermal conductivity of wood-studs and thermal conductivity of
insulations.

> Thermal Conductivity of Gypsum Board
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In WALL2DN, the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of gypsum
boards is shown in Figure 6 [2]. The curve consists of two linear segments; one
between 0°C and 200°C and the other between 200°C and 1000°C, the values of
thermal conductivity at these temperature points are:

^(0=0.18

T=0°C

^,200 = 0.08

T = 200° C

^ > 1 0 0 0 =0.32

T = 1000°C

The slope of each segment can be calculated using:

S

GB

S

=

(K2 ,200

GB ~ (Ke ,1000

A^ i0 )/200

forT<200°C

(40)

-Kg200)/&00

for 200°C < T< 1000°C

(41)

The temperature-dependent thermal conductivity at elevated temperatures will be
determined using the equations below.

Kg = [(Kgaoo - Kgfi ) 1200] • T + Kgfi
= -0.0005 -T + 0.18

T<200°C

(42)

Kg =[(KgA000-Kg200)/800]-(T-1000)
= 0.0003 -(T-1000) + 0.32

for

+ KgA000
(43)

for 200° C < T < 1000° C
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Figure 24 presents the thermal conductivity values of two gypsum boards, 12.7
mm Type C and 15.8 mm Type X, from tests conducted by Forintek at the
National Research Council of Canada [1]. From this figure, the following values
of thermal conductivity at three temperature points of 0°C, 200°C and 1000°C
can be summarized in the subsets:

Kgfi = {0.18,0.23, 0.24, 0.25}

T =0°C

Kg200 = {0.08, 0.12, 0.124, 0.132}

T = 200°C

Kg>im = {0.32, 0.25, 0.315, 0.21}

T = 1000°C

The steps used to establish the three probability distribution functions (normal,
triangle and lognormal) for thermal conductivity of gypsum board are as follows.

a) Normal pdf

The normal pdf simulation, described in section 3.1, can be obtained using the
next three steps.

Stepl
Determine the values of the mean and standard deviation of the
thermal conductivity of gypsum boards at temperatures 0, 200 and
1000°C using Equations 15 through 17.
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1 M
meanKa n = — V x;
iy i=N

-(0.18 + 0.23 + 0.24 + 0.25) = 0.225

1
var ianceKg0 - — ^ (x; - meanKg0)2
= -[(0.18-0.225) 2 +(0.23-0.225) 2 +(0.24-0.225) 2 +(0.25-0.225) 2 ]
= 7.25xl0~4

stdevK

0

= J var ianceK

0

= V7.25xl0~4 = 0.026926

meanKg200= -(0.08 + 0.12 + 0.124 + 0.132) = 0.114

varianceKgt2M =-[(0.08-0.114) 2 + (0.12 - 0.114)2 +
(0.124-0.114) 2 +(0.132-0.114) 2 ]
= 4.04x10

4

stdevKg200 = A/4.04X10"4 = 0.0201

meanKgmo =-(0.32 + 0.25 + 0.315 + 0.21) = 0.27375

var ianceKgim

=-[(0.32-0.27375) 2 +(0.25-0.27375) 2 +
(0.315 - 0.27375)2 + (0.21 - 0.27375)2]
= 2.117x10"3
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stdevKgXm

= V2.117x10

3

= 0.046

Step 2
Determine the values of the thermal conductivity of gypsum
boards at temperatures 0, 200 and 1000°C by substituting the
mean, standard deviation and seed into the normal random number
generator.

Kg 0 = DNRandom (meanKg0, stdevKg 0 , seed)

Kg2Q0 = DNRandom (meanKg200,stdevKg20O,

seed)

Kgl000 = DNRandom (meanKgmo,stdevKglOQO,

seed)

where DNRandom (double, double,int) is the normal random
number generator.

Step 3

Calculate the thermal conductivity of gypsum boards at the
temperatures less than 200°C and at temperatures between 200°C
and 1000 C by substituting the values calculated at Step 2 into the
equations used in the WALL2DN demonstrated in the previous
portion of this section.

Kg =[(Kgaoo-Kgfi)/200]-T

+ Kgi0

T<200°C

(44)
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+ KgAOOO 2 0 0 o C < 7 < 1 0 0 0 ° C

Kg=[(Kg,mo-Kgi200)/800]-(T-lOOO)

b) Triangular pdf

The triangular pdf simulation, described in section 3.2, can be obtained using the
next three steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of max, min and mod of the thermal
conductivity of gypsum boards at temperatures 0, 200 and 1000°C
by using Equations 15 and 23.

max Kg 0 = 0 . 2 5

minA" 0 = 0 . 1 8

and

meanKg0 = 0.225

mod Kg0 = 3 x meanKg 0 - max Kg 0 - min Kg 0
= 3x0.225 - 0.25 -0.18 = 0.245

vaaxKg2m = 0.132

mmKg2m =0.08 and

mod^200 =3xmeanKg200

-maxKg200

meanKg2Q0 =0.114

-min^200

= 3x0.114-0.132-0.08 = 0.13

max Kgl000 =0.32

min^ g l 0 0 0 =0.21 and

meanKgl000 = 0.27375

(45)

mod

^ g ,iooo = 3 x

meanK

g,ww

-

max

^ g ,iooo - rmnKg

1000

= 3x0.27375 - 0.32 - 0.21 = 0.29125

Step 2

Determine the values of the thermal conductivity of gypsum
boards at temperatures 0, 200 and 1000°C by substituting the max,
min, mod and seed into the triangular random number generator.

Kg 0 = TriRandom (max Kg 0 , min Kg0, mod Kg0, seed)

Kg200 = TriRandom (max Kg200, min Kg200, mod Kg200, seed)

^g,iooo = TriRandom (max Kgim, min Kg mo, mod ^jooo, seed)

where TriRandom (double, double, double, int) is the triangular
random number generator.

Step 3

Calculate the thermal conductivity of gypsum boards at
temperatures less than 200°C and at temperatures between 200°C
and 1000°C by substituting the values calculated at Step 2 in the
Equations 44 and 45.
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c) Lognormal pdf

The lognormal pdf simulation, described in section 3.3, can be obtained using the
next four steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of uiog and a\og of the thermal conductivity of
gypsum boards at temperatures 0, 200 and 1000°C by using Equations 28
and 29.

1

i=l
i=N

1
= -[log(0.18) + log(0.23) + log(0.24) + log(0.25)]
4
= -1.49947

i=N

= i-V 4 ([ 1 og(0.18)] 2 +[log(0.23)]2 +[log(0.24)]2 +[log(0.25)]2}
4
[log(0.18) + log(0.23) + log(0.24) + log(0.25)]2
= 0.127767

Aog^,2oo = ^;[log(0.08) + log(0.12) + log(0.124) + log(0.132)]
= -2.1896
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^,og^g,2oo = ^V 4 '{[log(0.08)] 2 +[log(0.12)]2 +[log(0.124)]2 +[log(0.132)] 2 }[log(0.08) + log(0.12) + log(0.124) + log(0.132)]2
= 0.197

Aog^.,000 = ^og(0.32) + log(0.25) + log(0.315) + log(0.21)]
= -1.3104

^<A,iooo =^V4-{[log(0.32)] 2 +[log(0.25)]2 +[log(0.315)]2 +[log(0.21)] 2 }[log(0.32) + log(0.25) + log(0.315) + log(0.21)]2
= 0.17435

Step 2

Generate a standard normal random number.

stdNormal = NRandom {seed)

where NRandom (int) is the standard normal random number
generator.

Step 3
Determine the values of thermal conductivity of gypsum boards at
temperatures 0, 200 and 1000°C by substituting uiog, c\og and seed
into the lognormal random number generator.
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Kg0 = LogNRandom (jUioSKg,o»°tog^,o»Jee<0

^g,2oo = LogNRandom O log ^ g>200 , crlogi«:gi200, ^eeJ)

*s,iooo =

L

°gNRandom(M\ogKg,iooo^iogKg,iooo^eed)

where, LogNRandom (double, double, mi) is the lognormal
random number generator.

Step 4

Calculate the thermal

conductivity

of gypsum boards at

temperatures less than 200°C and at temperatures between 200°C
and 1000°C by substituting the values calculated in Step 3 into the
Equations 44 and 45.

> Thermal Conductivity of Wood-Studs

The summarized curve of temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of woodstuds used in WALL2DN is shown in Figure 6 [2]. The curve is separated as three
linear segments at temperature points of 0°C, 200°C, 350°C and 800°C. The
values of thermal conductivity at these temperature points are:
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Kwfi=0.U2(SPF)

T=0°C

= 0.127 (Doug Fir)
= 0A4l(S.Pine)
Kw20O=0.m

T = 200°C

^w,35o = 0-085

T = 350°C

Kwm=0A6

T = S00°C

The slope of each linear segment can be calculated as follows:

Svs-t = (Kw,2m ~Kwfi)/200

for T < 200°C

Sws-2 = (*„,35o - ^ , 2 o o ) / 1 5 0

(46)

M 200°C < T < 350°C

Sws-3 = (^,8oo -* w>350 )/1073

for 350°C < T < 800°C

(47)
(48)

The temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, Kw, at elevated temperatures
can be determined using:

Kw=Kwfi+Sws^-T

for T< 200°C

(49)

Kw = [(#W|M0 - 200 • Sws_2) + T • Sws„2 ] + Sws_, • (T + 273)3 • (T - 200) /150
for 200°C <T< 350°C
^ = ^ , 3 5 0 + ^ - 3 • 0 ' + 273)

3

(50)

for 350°C<7/<800°C

(51)

Additional curves of thermal conductivity of wood-stud are presented in Figure
25 [38]. Based on the curves from Figures 6 and 25, values of thermal
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conductivity at temperatures of 0°C, 200°C, 350°C and 800°C can be obtained
and summarized in the subsets listed below:

Kwfi = {0.125, 0.12, 0.11, (0.112 or 0.127 or 0.141)}
Kw>200 = {0.18, 0.14, 0.19, 0.178}

T =0°C

T = 200°C

Kwm

= {0.125, 0.059, 0.045, 0.085}

T = 350°C

Kwm

= {0.168, 0.132, 0.078, 0.16}

T = 800°C

Using these curves, Monte Carlo methods are used to generate a variety of
thermal conductivity values for wood studs.

The steps used to establish the three probability distribution functions (normal,
triangular and lognormal) for the thermal conductivity of wood studs are the
following.

a) Normal pdf

The normal pdf simulation is obtained using the following next three steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of the mean and standard deviation of the
thermal conductivity of wood studs at temperatures 0, 200, 350 and
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800°C by using Equations

15 through

17. The thermal

conductivity of SPF wood species will be calculated to
demonstrate how to determine the parameters of the normal pdf.

meanKw0

i

i=i

-(0.125+ 0.12+ 0.11 + 0.112) = 0.11675

1 i=l
varianceKw0 = — £ ( * ,

-mecmKw0)2

= - [ ( 0 . 1 2 5 - 0.11675)2 +(0.12 -0.11675) 2 +
(0.11-0.11675) 2 + (0.112- 0.11675)2]
= 3.669xl0~5

stdevKw0 = ^jvarianceKw0
= V3.669xl0"5 = 0.006057

meanKw2m =-(0.18 + 0.14 + 0.19 + 0.178) = 0.172

varianceKw200 = - [ ( 0 . 1 8 - 0.172)2 +(0.14-0.172) 2 +
(0.19-0.172) 2 +(0.178-0.172) 2 ]
= 3.62xl0"4

stdevKw200 = A/3.62x10^ = 0.01903

meanKw350 =—(0.125 + 0.059 + 0.045 + 0.085) = 0.0785
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varianceKw350 = -[(0.125 -0.0785) 2 +(0.059 -0.0785) 2 +
(0.045 - 0.0785)2 + (0.085 - 0.0785)2 ]
= 9.266xl0"4

stdevKwi50 = V9.266JC10"4 = 0.03044

meanKwm

= —(0.168 + 0.132 + 0.078 + 0.16) = 0.1345

varianceKw&00 =-[(0.168-0.1345) 2 + (0.132-0.1345) 2 +
(0.078-0.1345) 2 +(0.16-0.1345) 2 ]
= 1.243x10"3

stdevKwm

= Vl.243jcl0"3 = 0.03525

Step 2
Determine the values of thermal conductivity of wood studs at
temperatures 0, 200, 350 and 800°C by substituting the mean,
standard deviation and seed into the normal random number
generator.

Kw 0 = DNRandom (meanKw0, stdevKw0, seed)

Kw200 = DNRandom (meanKw200,stdevKw200,

seed)

Kw35Q = DNRandom (meanKw350, stdevKw350, seed)
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^w.soo = DNRandom (meanKwS00, stdevKwS00,

seed)

where DNRandom (double, double, int) is the normal random
number generator.

Step 3

Determine the slopes of each segment of thermal conductivity
curve, and then calculate the thermal conductivity of wood studs at
temperatures less than 200°C, at temperatures between 200°C and
350°C and at temperatures greater than 350°C respectively by
substituting the values calculated in Step 2 into the Equations 46
through 51.

b) Triangular pdf

The triangular pdf simulation is obtained using the following three steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of max, min and mod of the thermal
conductivity of wood studs at temperatures of 0, 200, 350 and
800°C by using the Equations 15 and 23. The thermal conductivity
of SPF wood species will be calculated to demonstrate how to
determine the parameters of the triangular pdf.
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max ^ w 0 =0.125 m i n i ^ =0.11 and

mod

^w,o = 3 x meanKwfi -maxKw0

meanKw0 =0.11675

-minKw0

= 3x0.11675-0.125-0.11 = 0.11525

max Kw2m =0.19

min^Tw200 =0.14

and

meanKw20Q =0.172

mod A;w>200 =3x0.172-0.19-0.14 = 0.186

max .K^so = 0.125 inmAT^,, = 0.045 and meanKwm

= 0.0785

modKw350 = 3x0.0785 - 0.125 - 0.045 = 0.0655

maxATWjg00 =0.168 minAT14,800 =0.078 and meanKwS00 =0.1345

modKwm

=3x0.1345-0.168-0.078 = 0.1575

Step 2

Determine the values of thermal conductivity of wood studs at
temperatures of 0, 200, 350 and 800°C by substituting the max,
min, mod and seed into the triangular random number generator.

Kw0 = ThRandom (max Kw0, min Kwfi, mod Kw0, seed)

K

w,2oo = TriRandom (max Kw2m, min Kw 200, mod Kw 200, seed)
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^w,35o = TriRandom (max Kw350, min Kw350, mod Kw350, seed)

XKA = TriRandom (max XKA, min XKA, mod XKA, seed)

where TriRandom {double, double, double, int) is the triangular
random number generator.

Step 3

Determine the slopes of each segment of thermal conductivity
curve, and calculate the thermal conductivity of wood stud at
elevated temperatures by using the Equations 46 through 51.

c) Lognormal pdf

The lognormal pdf simulation is implemented using the following four steps.

Stepl

Determine values of \i\og and aiog of the thermal conductivity of
wood studs at temperatures 0, 200, 350 and 800°C by using
Equations 28 and 29. The thermal conductivity of SPF wood
species will be calculated to demonstrate how to determine the
parameters of the lognormal pdf.
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1

(=1

= -[log(0.125) + log(0.12) + log(0.11) + log(0.112)]
= -2.149

V=;v

y

= 7V 4 -{[ 1 og(0- 12 5)] 2 +[log(0.12)]2 +[log(0.11)]2 +[log(0.112)]2}
4
[log(0.125) + log(0.12) + log(0.11) + log(0.112)]2
= 0.0541

Aog^,2oo = -[log(0.18) + log(0.14) + log(0.19) + log(0.178)]
= -1.7669

r

.og^2oo =^V4-{[log(0.18)] 2 +[log(0.14)]2 +[log(0.19)]2 +[log(0.178)]2}
[log(0.18) + log(0.14) + log(0.19) + log(0.178)]2
= 0.117686

/V^,35o = 7 [log(0.125) + log(0.059) + log(0.045) + log(0.085)]
4'

= -2.619

c V ^ o =-V4-{[log(0.125)] 2 +[log(0.059)]2 +[log(0.045)]2 +[log(0.085)]2}
[log(0.125) + log(0.059) + log(0.045) + log(0.085)]2
= 0.38465
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/V^w,8oo = ^[log(0-168) + log(0.132) + log(0.078) + log(0.16)]
= -2.048

^og^soo =^V4-{[log(0.168)] 2 +[log(0.132)]2 +[log(0.078)]2 +[log(0.16)] 2 }[log(0.168) + log(0.132) + log(0.078) + log(0.16)]2
= 0.304

Step 2

Generate a standard normal random number.

stdNormal = NRandom {seed)

where NRandom (int) is the standard normal random number
generator.

Step 3
Determine the values of the thermal conductivity of wood studs at
temperatures 0, 200, 350 and 800°C by substituting mog, c\og and
seed into the lognormal random number generator.

K

w,o

K

=

w,ioo

LogNRandom(fJtoiKw0,CT{0%Kw(j,seed)

=

LogNRandom(^ogKw200,alosKw200,seed)

^w,35o = LogNRandom ({ilogKw>350, alogKw^50, seed)
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^w,8oo =

L

ogNRandom({ilosKwS00,alogKw800,seed)

where LogNRandom {double, double, int) is the lognormal random
number generator.

Step 4

Determine the slopes of each segment of the thermal conductivity
curve, and calculate the thermal conductivity of wood stud at
elevated temperatures by substituting the values calculated in Step
3 into the Equations 46 through 51.

> Thermal Conductivity of Insulations

In accordance with the introduction in Section 3.4.2.1 and Equations 7 and 8 in
Section 2.1.3 of this thesis, the thermal conductivity of glass-fibre and mineralwool are a function of temperature and density, and function of temperature only,
respectively. The density of glass-fibre in WALL2DN is designated by users.
Therefore, no Monte Carlo method is applied for the thermal conductivity of
insulations in this study.
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3.4.2.4 Gypsum Board Shrinkage

In WALL2DN, the shrinkage of gypsum board was summarized as a function of
temperature [3] shown as a solid curve in Figure 26. The curve has been divided into two
linear segments:

SPGB = (2.4/900) • (T -100)
SPGB = (8.2/270) • (T - 700) +1.6

for 100°C < T < 700°C
for T > 700°C

(52)
(53)

where SPGB is shrinkage percentage of gypsum board, 2.4/900 and 8.2/270 are the slopes
of the two segments, respectively. 1.6 is the intercept at temperature 700°C, and T is
temperature.

In accordance with the survey in Section 2.1.1 of this study, Figure 26 and WALL2DN
programming code, slopes of the curves for shrinkage percentage of gypsum board can be
obtained as follows:

Slope700 = {1.6267/900, 1.92/900, 2.2267/900, 2.373/900, 2.52/900}
for 100°C <T< 700°C
Slope900 = {5.22/270, 7.61/270, 9.57/270}

for T > 700°C

The values of slope and intercept shown above can be used to calculate the initiating
parameters (i.e., mean, standard deviation) of the three Monte Carlo simulation methods.
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The steps used to establish the three probability distribution functions (normal, triangular
and lognormal) and the shrinkage percentage of gypsum board can be implemented as
follows. For the purpose of simplifying the random number generation, the sets of
Slope700 and Slope900 are simplified by removing the constants 900 and 270:

Slope700 = {1.6267, 1.92, 2.2267, 2.373, 2.52, 2.4}
Slope900 = {5.22, 7.61, 9.57, 8.2}

a) Normal pdf

The normal pdf simulation is implemented using the following three steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of mean and standard deviation of the slopes of
shrinkage percentage of gypsum boards at temperatures of 700 and 900°C
by using Equations 15 through 17.
1 i=1
meanSlopelOO = — ^ x .
N i=N

= -(1.6267 + 1.92 + 2.2267 + 2.373 + 2.523 + 2.4) = 2.1782
6
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1
var ianceSlopel 00 = —T^(X- — meanSlopelOO)2
N i=N

= -[(1.6267 -2.1782) 2 +(1.92- 2.1782)2 +(2.2267 -2.1782) 2 +
6
(2.373 - 2.1782)2 + (2.523 - 2.1782)2 + (2.4 - 2.1782)2] = 0.0965
stdevSlopelOO = -JvarianceSlopelQO
= V0.0965 =0.3107

meanSlope900 = -(5.22 + 7.61 + 9.57 + 8.2) = 7.65

varianceSlope900 = -[(5.22 - 7.65)2 + (7.61 - 7.65)2 +
4
(9.57 - 7.65)2 + (8.2 - 7.65)2 ] = 2.47385

stdevSlope900 = V2.47385 = 1.5728

Step 2

Determine the slopes of shrinkage percentage of gypsum boards at
temperatures of 700 and 900°C by substituting the mean, standard
deviation and seed into the normal random number generator.

slopelOO = DNRandom (meanSlopelOO, stdevSlopelOO, seed)

slope900 -

DNRandom(meanSlope900,stdevSlope900,seed)

where DNRandom (double, double, int) is the normal random number
generator.
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Step 3

Calculate the shrinkage percentage, SPGB , of gypsum boards at
temperatures less than 700°C and more than 700°C by substituting the
values calculated in Step 2 into the equations below.

SPGB = (slope700/900) • (T -100)

for T < 700°C

SPGB = (slope9001270) • (T - 700) + SPBG700 for T > 700°C

(54)

(55)

b) Triangular pdf

The triangular pdf simulation is obtained using the following three steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of max, min and mod of the slopes of shrinkage
percentage of gypsum boards at temperatures of 700 and 900°C by using
the Equations 15 and 23.

max SlopelOO = 2.52 min SlopelOO = 1.6267 and
meanSlopelOO

= 2.1782

mod SlopelOO = 3 x meanSlopelOO - max SlopelOO - min SlopelOO
= 3x2.1782-2.52-1.6267 = 2.3879
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maxS/o/?e900 = 9.57 minS/ope900 = 5.22
meanSlopelQQ = 7.65

and

mod Slope900 -3x meanSlope900 - max Slope900 - min Slope900
= 3x7.65-9.57-5.22 = 8.16

Step 2

Determine the slopes of shrinkage percentage of gypsum boards at
temperatures of 700 and 900°C by substituting the max, min, mod and
seed into the triangular random number generator.

slopelOO = TriRandom (max SlopelOO, min SlopelOO, mod SlopelOO, seed)

slope900 = TriRandom (max Slope900, min Slope900, mod Slope900, seed)

where TriRandom{double,double,double,int) is the triangular random
number generator.

Step 3

Calculate the shrinkage percentage, SPGB , of gypsum boards at
temperatures less than 700°C and more than 700°C by substituting the
values calculated in Step 2 into the Equations 54 and 55.
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c) Lognormal pdf

The lognormal pdf simulation is realized using the following four steps.

Stepl

Determine the values of uiog and G\og of slopes of shrinkage percentage of gypsum
boards at temperatures of 700 and 900°C using Equations 28 and 29.

// log X5%e700 = i - X l o g ( x ; )
-/V

i=N

= -[log(1.6267) + log(1.92) + log(2.2267)
6
log(2.373) + log(2.52) + log(2.4)]
= 0.7672

alogSlope700 = - 1 JV^logCx,.)2 -<V \

i=N

2>g(x,)
\i=N

= |V6-{[log(l-6267)] 2 +[log(1.92)]2 +[log(2.2267)]2 +[log(2.373)]2 +
6"
[log(2.52)]2 + [log(2.4)]2} - [log(l .6267) + log(l .92) + log(2.2267) +
log(2.373) + log(2.52) + log(2.4)]2 = 0.1522

julosSlope900 = ^-[log(5.22) + log(7.61) + log(9.57) + log(8.2)]
= 2.0112
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(jloeSlope900 = i-V4-{[log(5.22)]2 +[log(7.61)]2 +[log(9.57)]2 +[log(8.2)] 2 }[log(5.22) + log(7.61) + log(9.57) + log(8.2)]2
= 0.223

Step 2

Generate a standard normal random number.

stdNormal = NRandom {seed)

where NRandom (int) is the standard normal random number generator.

Step 3

Determine the slopes of shrinkage percentage of gypsum boards at
temperatures of 700 and 900°C by substituting u.iog, aiog and seed into the
lognormal random number generator.

slopelOO = LogNRandomjulogSlope70Q,(Tlo$Slope700,seed)

slope90Q = LogNRandom(/JlogSlope900,crlogSlope9Q0,seed)

where LogNRandom(double,double,mt)is
generator.

Step 4

the lognormal random number
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Calculate the shrinkage percentage, SPGB , of gypsum boards at
temperatures less than 700°C and more than 700°C by substituting the
values calculated in Step 3 into the Equations 54 and 55.

In accordance with the discussions above, the established relationships between the three
Monte Carlo simulation methods and the temperature-dependent properties of wood
framed wall assemblies need to be programmed in WALL2DN-MC.

3.5 Solution Procedure

The program in the WALL2DN-MC model is designed primarily for generating various
property values of wood-framed wall assemblies through three Monte Carlo random
number generators, which is based on objectively established relationships between
Monte Carlo simulation methods and the temperature-dependent properties of wood-stud
walls as described the previous sections of this chapter.

The solution procedure

employed in WALL2DN-MC is shown in the flowcharts presented in Figures 27 and 28.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Introduction

The numerical simulations performed in this study fall into three categories: exploratory
runs, time predictions and prediction of probability of insulation failure.

1. The scope of exploratory runs was to show the impact on the results of the
different pdf approaches and the types of walls, and to examine the influence of
the variabilities in each of the temperature-dependent properties of wood-framed
wall assemblies on the simulation results. Furthermore, simulations were
performed to determine the number of Monte Carlo simulation runs required to
get acceptable results.

2. The purpose of time predictions was to obtain and analyze time-dependent results,
such as temperatures, at specific locations. Average prediction values obtained
from the WALL2DN-MC model at designated locations were used to verify the
predictability of the WALL2DN-MC model and to compare the results with those
of the WALL2DN and also with data from real-scale physical tests.

3. Simulations were done to predict the probability of insulation failure for different
types of wood-framed wall assemblies.
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The objectives of the simulations performed using the WALL2DN-MC model can be
further classified as the following detailed aspects on basis of three categories.

> Determine the number of simulation runs required by the Monte Carlo simulation
to get acceptable results.
> Evaluate the impact of the three Monte Carlo probability distribution functions on
the probability of insulation failure.
> Investigate the influence of the variabilities of the temperature-dependent woodframed wall assembly properties on the model results.
> Compare the heat transfer results of the WALL2DN-MC model with those
generated from the WALL2DN model.
> Compare the heat transfer results of the WALL2DN-MC model with full-scale
experimental test data.
> Evaluate the impact of different wall constructions and fire-resistance rating walls
on the probability of insulation failure.

Three key parameters predicted by the model are used in the analysis since they play a
key role in predicting the failure of wall assemblies. They are: time to insulation failure;
finish rating; and time to onset of charring. The assembly will experience insulation
failure when the temperature at point "D" in Figure 3 rises by 139°C from its value at the
beginning of the test. The ability of the gypsum board to protect wood studs is expressed
in terms of its "finish rating" which is the time at which the temperature at the interface
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between the gypsum board on the fireside of the wall and the wood stud (Point "A" in
Figure 3) rises by 139°C. In addition, "time to charring" is an important predictor of the
structural response of wood-framed walls in the event of fire. Time to charring is the time
at which the temperature at the interface between the gypsum board on the fireside of the
wall and the wood studs (Point "A" in Figure 3) reaches 288°C [9].

In the following sections, temperature-time predictions generated by the WALL2DN-MC
model are compared with predictions of the WALL2DN model and experimental data
obtained from tests performed by Forintek at NRCC [1, 2, 3].

4.2 Typical Results of WALL2DN-MC Model

4.2.1 Features of WALL2DN-MC's Interface

Since the Monte Carlo method has been applied to the WALL2DN-MC model, the new
outputs, such as time-temperature graph and time of insulation failure are different from
those of the WALL2DN model. Furthermore, a couple of new features, such as histogram
and cumulative curve for time of insulation failure, are also shown on the output screen.

As Figure 29 shows these new features include the following graphs used to display the
simulation results:

1. Time-temperature curve at the top-left corner of the screen.
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Due to the application of the Monte Carlo method, the time-temperature curve at
different locations generated by the WALL2DN-MC model is not a single curve,
but a cluster of multiple curves.

2. Progress bar below the time-temperature curve.
A progress bar shows the simulation progress as well as the number of runs,
which helps users to know when the simulation will finish.

3. Histogram of insulation failure at the bottom-left screen.
A histogram of insulation failure shows the frequency of insulation failure
predicted by the model at different times.

4. Cumulative probability of insulation failure at the bottom-right screen.
This graph shows the cumulative probability of insulation failure with time.

In addition, the WALL2DN-MC model computes and reports outputs such as the average
value of finish rating, time to charring, insulation failure time, and some key parameters
such as the mean, mode, and standard deviation of the different Monte Carlo predictions.

4.2.2 Typical Results of WALL2DN-MC Model

Since three Monte Carlo pdf s have been applied in the WALL2DN-MC model, there are
three types of typical outputs associated with normal, lognormal and triangular pdf s.
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The simulation results shown in Figures 29 - 40 were obtained using normal, lognormal
and triangular pdf's. All simulations used the same type of wall assembly and considered
the variation of all five temperature-dependent properties.

4.2.2.1 Typical Results of Normal pdf

Figure 29 shows the output screen of the WALL2DN-MC model displaying results
obtained when all five properties were considered to have a normal distribution. The
temperature-time graph shown in the upper-left side of Figure 29 indicates that the
temperature at the specific measurement points (i.e. finish rating, time to onset of
charring and insulation failure time) fluctuates within a range. This happens because the
values of the temperature-dependent properties of wood-framed wall assembly randomly
change with temperature at each simulation step for every simulation run due to
application of the Monte Carlo method.

From this graph, it appears that some of the temperature curves measured on the non-fireside gypsum board overlapped with some of the temperature curves measured on the fireside gypsum board. It seems that the temperature measured on the non-fire-side gypsum
board is greater than that measured on the fire-side gypsum board. This overlap occurs
due to the Monte Carlo simulation which shifts the temperature distribution in the
assembly up or down depending on the set of properties used.
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The output screen also shows a histogram and a cumulative probability curve. The
histogram is reproduced in Figure 30 which is generated based on results of 1,000
simulation runs with all five properties selected. Figure 30 clearly shows that the majority
of failure times fall between 47.5 and 51.5 minutes. The failure time of approximately
one-fourth of the simulation runs is around the 48.5 minute.

Because Figure 30 was generated using the normal pdf for the properties, one may expect
that the output values will also have a normal pdf. The shape of the distribution of failure
time however has a shape that is closer to a lognormal distribution. To gain insight into
the impact of the various properties on the time to insulation failure, the model was used
to carry out simulations with only one property allowed to vary, while all other properties
followed the fixed equations used in the WALL2DN model. The results of these runs are
shown in Figure 31. The figure shows that when only the thermal conductivity of gypsum
board is considered in the Monte-Carlo simulation, the time to insulation failure occurs
much earlier than the other properties. The shape of the curve when only thermal
conductivity of gypsum board is considered to be variable is similar to the curve of
Figure 30. The time to insulation failure produced by considering the other properties
occurs within a narrow range and at times longer than the times obtained with the thermal
conductivity of gypsum board. It is clear from these results that the thermal conductivity
of gypsum board plays a dominant role in the calculation. The effect of the other
properties is very small.
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Figure 32 presents the cumulative probability of insulation failure with time. It shows that
the cumulative probability increases rapidly at the beginning and then the rate of increase
decreases.

4.2.2.2 Typical Results of Lognormal pdf

Figure 33 presents the overall output screen of the WALL2DN-MC model displaying
results with the use of a lognormal pdf for all properties. The histogram is reproduced in
Figure 34 which is generated based on results of 1,000 simulation runs. Figure 35
presents five curves that show the frequency of insulation failure time based on results of
300 simulation runs, when only one property was allowed to vary during the simulation
and the other four properties followed the fixed equations used in the WALL2DN model.
The output graphs and curves, such as histogram and cumulative probability curves,
shown in Figures 34 through 36 are very similar to those shown in Figures 30 through 32
for the normal pdf simulations. For example, the range of calculated insulation failure
time in Figure 34 is the same as that in Figure 30, which falls between 47.5 and 51.5
minutes, and one-fourth of insulation failure time occurs at 48.5 minutes. The curve of
the frequency of insulation failure time shown in Figure 34 is also similar to that shown
in Figure 30.

Figure 35 shows that frequency of the time to insulation failure obtained when only one
property was allowed to vary in the simulation while the other properties followed the
equations used in the WALL2DN model. As with the case with the normal pdfs, Figure
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35 shows that the thermal conductivity of gypsum board results in a wider range of the
time to failure while the other properties yield much narrower ranges occurring at later
times. The shape of the curve of the thermal conductivity of gypsum board is similar to
the curve of Figure 34, indicating again the dominance of the thermal conductivity of
gypsum board on the time to insulation failure.

Figure 36 presents the cumulative probability of insulation failure with time based on
1,000 simulation runs..

4.2.2.3 Typical Results of triangular pdf

Figure 37 presents the overall output screen of the WALL2DN-MC model displaying
results with the use of a triangular pdf. The temperature-time graph shown in the upperleft side of Figure 37 is similar to those of the normal and lognormal pdf s, but the
temperature-time curves fluctuate within a larger range from 47 to 54 minutes as shown
in Figure 38 which is generated based on results of 1,000 simulation runs with all five
properties selected.

The histogram at the lower-left side of Figure 37 and the reproduced histogram shown in
Figure 38 look like a uniform shape other than a triangular shape. Since the histogram
curve of number of runs as a function of insulation failure time look like a uniform
distribution, the probability cumulative curve become a straight line as shown in Figure
40.
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To investigate the impact of the various properties on the results, Figure 39 presents five
curves that show the frequency of insulation failure time generated from results of 300
simulation runs, when only one property was allowed to vary during the simulation and
the other four properties followed the fixed equations used in the WALL2DN model.

Figure 39 shows that the curve of the thermal conductivity of gypsum board has a wider
range of insulation failure time from 46 minute to 57 minute and the other four curves
have a much narrower range. The results of these simulations also show that the thermal
conductivity of gypsum board is the dominating property while all other properties do not
influence the results considerably.

4.3 Exploratory Runs

4.3.1 Required Number of Monte Carlo Runs

This section describes how the required number of Monte Carlo runs for each of the three
distribution functions was determined in order to achieve good results. For these
simulations, a wall assembly having a 45-minute fire resistance rating was used. Details
of this wall assembly are listed in Table 1.

In order to determine the number of runs required to achieve good results, the following
assessment were made:
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•

Stability of histogram curves
The histogram curves produced by the simulations were monitored until a stable
shape was achieved.

•

Percentage Difference
In accordance with Probability Theory and Statistics, percentage difference was
used to determine the required number of runs.

4.3.1.1 Required Runs with the Normal pdf

A number of simulations were performed to determine the required number of runs when
all five temperature-dependent properties were used in the Monte Carlo simulations.
Histograms of the normal pdf simulations performed to determine the required number of
runs is shown in Figure 41.

Histograms obtained from 100, 500 and 1,000 runs are

presented.

Figure 41 shows that the histogram curves of 500 and 1,000 runs have approximately the
same trend at all points of 0.5-minute time intervals from 47.5- through 51.5-minute.
From this straightforward observation, a conservative number of 1,000 runs is considered
as the required number of runs for getting a stable output for the normal pdf.

The 1,000 required runs determined above were based on a visual observation only. In
accordance with Probability and Statistics, percentage difference can be used to compare
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the similarity of the outputs of the same quantity in order to whether stable output is
achieved [40]. The percentage difference can be calculated by dividing the absolute
difference of the two values by their average. This is presented as an equation as below
[41].

\Valuel -ValueA
!
Percentage Difference = —!
—
(Valuex + Value2 ) / 2

(56)

Table 2 shows the standard deviation and mean of the normal pdf with different runs. The
calculations of percentage difference with different runs by using Eqn 56 are presented in
Table 2 as well.

Based on the calculations of percentage difference of standard deviation and mean shown
in Table 2, it is found that the values of percentage difference for both standard deviation
and mean of insulation failure temperature at runs of more than 200 become very small,
and are in order of decrease with increased simulation runs. For instance, the values of
percentage difference of standard deviation at 200, 500 and 1,000 runs are 0.0078%,
0.0054% and 0.0018% respectively. It means that the simulation outputs after 200 runs
already are stable. When combined with the analysis of histogram curves done above, a
conservative number of 1,000 run is considered as the required runs for getting a stable
output.
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In accordance with the analysis above, it can be concluded that a minimum of 1,000
simulation runs provides a better result for the normal pdf when all five properties of the
wood-framed wall assembly are considered.

4.3.1.2 Required Runs with the Lognormal pdf

The results of the simulations performed to determine the number of runs for the
lognormal pdf are shown in Figure 42. In Figure 42, histograms of insulation failure time
obtained with 100, 500 and 1,000 runs are presented.

In Figure 42, the histogram curves of 500 and 1,000 runs are very close at all points from
47.5 through 51.5-minutes, so 1,000 can be chosen as the number of required runs for the
lognormal pdf.

Additionally, percentage difference was used to compare the similarity of the outputs of
the same quantity and determine getting a stable output. The calculations of percentage
difference of standard deviation and mean for the lognormal pdf with different runs by
using Eqn 56 are presented in Table 3.

Based on the calculations of percentage difference of standard deviation and mean shown
in Table 3, it is seen that the values of percentage difference for both standard deviation
and mean of insulation failure temperature at runs of more than 200 become very small.
The percentage difference values of the standard deviation are in order of decrease with
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increased simulation runs, but the percentage difference values of the mean fluctuated
randomly. Although the simulation outputs after 200 runs start getting stable as analyzed
above, a conservative number of 1,000 run is considered as the required runs for getting
better outputs when combined with the analysis of histogram curves done above.

In accordance with the analysis above, a minimum of 1,000 simulation runs is required to
get a good result for the lognormal pdf when all five properties of the wood-framed wall
assembly are used in the simulation.

4.3.1.3 Required Runs with the Triangular pdf

The results of the simulations performed to determine the number of simulation runs for
the triangular pdf are shown in Figure 43. The figure shows histograms obtained with
100, 500 and 1,000 runs.

As the figure shows, the curves of 500 and 1,000 runs are very close, which indicate that
1,000 runs are required to good results for the triangular pdf.

Additionally, percentage difference was used to determine getting a stable output. The
calculations of percentage difference of standard deviation and mean for the triangular
pdf with different runs by using Equation 56 are presented in Table 4.
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Based on the calculations of percentage difference of standard deviation and mean shown
in Table 4, it is seen that the values of percentage difference for both variance and mode
of insulation failure temperature at runs of more than 200 are less than 1%, and are in
order of decrease with increased simulation runs. Although the percentage difference of
variance and mode shows that simulation outputs after 200 run start getting stable, a
conservative number of 1,000 run is chosen as the required runs for getting better outputs
when combined with the analysis of histogram curves done above.

In accordance with the analysis above, a minimum of 1,000 simulation runs is required to
get better results for the triangular pdf when all five properties of wood-framed wall
assembly are used in the simulation.

4.3.2 Impact of Types of Probability Distribution Functions

This section describes the impact of the three probability distribution functions on the
probability of insulation failure.

For this, three different wall assemblies were

considered. These wall assemblies are the ones used in Test Gl, Test 5 and Test 6,
details of which are given in Table 5. In accordance with the full-scale testing results, all
three tests failed structurally before insulation failure occurred. The assembly in Test Gl
failed at 40 minutes; in Test 5 at 50 minutes and in Test 6 at 60 minutes.
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For all cases, all simulations considered the variation of all five temperature-dependent
properties selected and the number of runs was set to 500. The results obtained for the
three pdf s based on the three tested wall assemblies are shown in Figures 44 through 46.

Figure 44 shows the simulation results for the wall assembly of Test Gl. A solid line
depicts the histogram of the normal pdf, a dash line for a lognormal and a dash dot line
for a triangular pdf. Figure 44 shows that the earliest failure occurred at 46 minutes for
all three pdf s, and the latest at 48.5 minutes for the normal and lognormal pdf s and at
49.5 minutes for the triangular pdf. The distributions of insulation failure for the normal
and lognormal pdf look similar, however the distribution for the lognormal pdf is more
concentrated than that of the normal pdf. The distribution of insulation failure for the
triangular pdf has a triangular shape and a wider range of insulation failure time than
those of the normal and lognormal pdf s.

Figure 45 shows the simulation results for the wall assembly of Test 5 listed in Table 5,
which had a minimum of 50-minute tested fire resistance rating. The three different types
of lines shown in Figure 45 show the results of the three pdf s. The figure shows that the
earliest failure occurred at 47.5 minutes for the normal and lognormal pdf s and at 47.0
minutes for the triangular pdf, and the latest at 51.5 minutes for the normal and lognormal
pdf s and at 54.0 minutes for the triangular pdf.

Furthermore, the distributions of

insulation failure for the normal and lognormal pdf look very similar. The distribution of
insulation failure for the triangular pdf has a wider range of insulation failure time than
those of the normal and lognormal pdf s.
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Figure 46 shows the simulation results for the wall assembly of Test 6 for the three
different pdf s. The figure shows that the earliest failure occurred at 57.5 minutes for the
normal, 58.0 minutes for the lognormal pdf s and 56.5 minutes for the triangular pdf, and
the latest at 61.0 minutes for the normal and lognormal pdf s and 64.5 minutes for the
triangular pdf. The distribution of insulation failure for the triangular pdf has a wider
range of insulation failure time than those of the normal and lognormal pdf s.

Based on the analysis above, for all tests the curve of the triangular pdf has a wider range
of insulation failure time than those of the normal and lognormal pdf. The curves of the
normal and lognormal pdf have approximately the same range of insulation failure time
and a similar shape.

4.3.3. Influence of Wall Assembly Properties

The three probability distribution functions were applied to the five temperaturedependent properties of wood-framed walls in the WALL2DN-MC model for this study.
In this section, the influence of the five properties on model predictions is analyzed.

These simulations considered Test 5. Each simulation was done with 300 and 500 runs.
Figures 47 through 52 show the simulation results obtained from these simulations.
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Figure 47 shows the results obtained from a 500-run simulation using the normal pdf for
two cases: first with only the three properties of gypsum board used with pdfs and second
with the two properties of the wood studs. Figure 47 shows that the earliest failure
occurred at 48.0 minutes and the latest at 51.0 minutes when only the properties of
gypsum board are used. When the model considered the two wood properties, the earliest
failure was 50.5 minutes and the latest at 53.5 minutes.

When the lognormal pdf is selected, the insulation failure time ranges from 48 to 51
minutes with the gypsum board properties and from 50.5 to 53.5 minutes with the wood
properties. These results are shown in Figure 48.

Figure 49 presents the results of a 500-run simulation using a triangular pdf for the
property distributions. The figure shows that the earliest failure occurred at 46.0 minutes
and the latest at 57.0 minutes for three properties of gypsum board, and the earliest
failure of 49.5 minutes and the latest at 54.0 when the properties of wood stud are used.

This analysis shows that the curves of the normal and lognormal pdfs are almost the
same for either the failure time range or the curve shape. However, the curves of the
triangular pdf have a wider range of insulation failure time than those of the normal and
lognormal pdfs. Additionally, it is found that the insulation failure with only the three
properties of gypsum board for all three pdfs occurred earlier than that with the two
properties of the wood studs. This verified that the gypsum board on the fire side protects
wood studs from directly being exposed to the fire for a certain time until shrinkage of
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gypsum boards occurs at high temperatures so that the joints between adjacent gypsum
board sheets open and then the edge of gypsum board and wood studs are exposed
directly to fire.

To get further insight of the impact of the various properties on the time to insulation
failure, the model was used to carry out simulations with only one property allowed to
vary, while all other properties followed the fixed equations used in the WALL2DN
model. The results of these runs are shown in Figures 50 through 52 for the three
distribution functions. All three figures show that when only the thermal conductivity of
gypsum board is considered in the Monte-Carlo simulation, the time to insulation failure
occurs much earlier than the other properties. Additionally, the shape of the curve when
the thermal conductivity of gypsum board is varied is similar to the curve of Figures 30,
34 and 38 in which all five properties were selected in the Monte Carlo simulation. Thus,
it is clear from these curves that the thermal conductivity of gypsum board plays a
dominant role in the calculation of the WALL2DN-MC model. All three figures show
that when only the thermal conductivity of wood stud is considered in the Monte-Carlo
simulation, the time to insulation failure occurs much earlier than the other properties
except for the thermal conductivity of gypsum board. This demonstrates that the thermal
conductivity of wood stud also plays a very important role in the calculation. The effect
of the other properties is very small.

Based on the analysis above, two conclusions can be drawn:
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•

The properties of gypsum board have more influence on the results of
WALL2DN-MC than the properties of wood studs.

•

The uncertainties in the values of thermal conductivity of gypsum board plays an
important role on model predictions followed by the thermal conductivity of
wood stud. The effect of other properties on model predictions is very small.

4.4 Time Predictions

The three important time values used to evaluate heat transfer in non-bearing wall
assemblies are: insulation failure; finish rating; and time to charring. A wall assembly
will experience insulation failure when the temperature at point "D" in Figure 3 increases
by 139°C from its value at the beginning of the test. The ability of gypsum board to
protect wood studs is expressed in terms of its "finish rating" which is the time at which
the temperature at the interface between the gypsum board on the fireside of the wall and
the wood stud (Point "A" in Figure 3) increases by 139°C. In addition, "time to charring"
is the time at which the temperature at the interface between the gypsum board on the
fireside of the wall and the wood studs (Point "A" in Figure 3) reaches 288°C [9].

4.4.1 Comparisons with WALL2DN

To investigate the predictive ability of the new model, testing was conducted using six
different wall constructions as listed in Table 6 with three probability distribution
functions. Both the WALL2DN-MC and WALL2DN models were employed to predict
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the performance of these walls. The predictions of the finish rating, time to charring and
time to insulation failure of both the WALL2DN and WALL2DN-MC models are shown
in Table 7 of Tables.

The WALL2DN-MC model predictions shown are the average values of the predictions
of all runs used in the simulation. The comparisons on finish rating, time to charring and
insulation failure show that the average prediction values of the WALL2DN-MC model
compare well with those of the WALL2DN model. Furthermore, it is interesting to
observe that for all six simulations the predictions of the WALL2DN-MC model are
sooner than those of the WALL2DN model by one to two minutes. This means that the
results of the WALL2DN-MC model are more conservative than those of the WALL2DN
model.

4.4.2 Comparisons with Experiments

To compare the WALL2DN-MC model predictions with experimental data, five smallscale or full-scale fire resistance experiments conducted by Forintek at the NRCC are
used [1,2]. Details of these tests are shown in Table 8 of Tables.

The average prediction values of the finish rating, time of charring and insulation failure,
presented in Table 9 of Tables were generated using all five properties in the Monte
Carlo simulation.
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As the table shows the WALL2DN-MC model predictions are slightly less than or closer
to the experimental data than the predictions of the WALL2DN model. For instance, time
to charring for Test 2 and Test 5 is 22 minutes 33 seconds and 20 minutes 10 seconds
respectively, which compare well with the experimental results of 22 minutes 54 seconds
and 20 minutes. Time to insulation failure for Test 2 and Test 4 is 53 minutes 45 seconds
and 65 minutes 03 seconds, which are less than the WALL2DN model results of 56
minutes 59 seconds and 68 minutes 47 seconds but closer to the experimental data of 51
minutes 08 seconds and 66 minutes 40 seconds. The time to insulation failure for Test 6
is 58 minutes 36 seconds, which is slightly less than the 60 minute rating of this wall.

The predicted values presented in Table 9 of Tables demonstrate that the WALL2DNMC model is more conservative than those of the WALL2DN model and closer to the
experimental data when different wall assemblies are simulated.

4.5 Probability of Insulation Failure

To find out the probability of insulation failure, two different types of walls have been
simulated with normal, lognormal and triangular pdf s. The generated curves are shown
in Figures 53 and 54 for an insulated 60-minute rated wall, and in Figures 55 and 56 for a
non-insulated 45-minute rated wall. For all cases, the simulations considered the variation
of all five temperature-dependent properties and the number of runs was set to 1,000.
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4.5.1 Insulated Walls - 60 Minute Rating

Figure 53 shows the histogram of insulation failure time for the normal, lognormal and
triangular pdf s for the insulated 60-minute rating wall assembly listed in Table 1 of
Tables.

The figure shows that the earliest failure occurred at 61.5 minutes for the

lognormal and triangular pdf s and 61 minutes for the normal pdf, and the latest at 65.5
minutes, 64.5 minutes and 66.5 minutes for the normal, lognormal and triangular pdf s
respectively.

Figure 54 shows the cumulative probability as a function of insulation failure time for the
normal, lognormal and triangular pdf s for an insulated 60-minute rating wall assembly.
The cumulative probability of failure for all three pdf s shows that the earliest failure
occurred after 60 minutes, which compares well with of the 60-minute fire resistance
rating of this wall. It is also clear from these curves that the cumulative probability of
failure for the normal and lognormal pdf s always occurs ahead of the triangular pdf, and
the cumulative probability of failure for the normal pdf occurs ahead of the lognormal pdf
before about 63 minutes but their positions are reversed after 63 minutes. As discussed
above, it demonstrates that the values of insulation failure time generated using the
normal or lognormal pdf s are more conservative than those obtained from the triangular
pdf.
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4.5.2 Non-insulated Walls - 45 Minute Rating

Figure 55 shows the histogram of insulation failure time for the normal, lognormal and
triangular pdf s for a non-insulated 45-minute rating wall assembly listed in Table 1 of
Tables. Figure 55 shows that the earliest failure occurred at 47.5 minutes for the normal
and lognormal pdf s and 47 minutes for the triangular pdf, and the latest at 51.5 minutes
for the normal and lognormal pdf s and 54 minutes for the triangular pdf.

Figure 56 shows the cumulative probability as function of insulation failure time for the
normal, lognormal and triangular pdf s for this wall assembly. The cumulative
probability of failure for all three pdf s indicate that the earliest failure occurred after 45
minutes, which compares well with the 45-minute fire resistance rating of this wall.

These simulations demonstrate that the model can predict very well the probability of
insulation failure of both, insulated and non-insulated wall assemblies. In addition the
results show that:

> The values of insulation failure time generated using the normal or lognormal
pdf s are more conservative than those obtained from the triangular pdf for both
the insulated and non-insulated wall assemblies.
> The triangular pdf results in a wider range of time to failure than the other two
pdf s for both the insulated and non-insulated wall assemblies.
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Based on the analysis done above, it demonstrated that the lognormal pdf may provide
with better simulation outputs than other two pdfs do.

5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The results in the present study allow the following conclusions to be drawn:

> The Monte Carlo method is well suited to consider the variability of properties of
timber frame wall assemblies and to predict the probability of the time to
insulation failure.

> The developed model provides good results for both insulated and non-insulated
wall assemblies.

> The uncertainty in thermal conductivity of gypsum board plays an important role
on the model predictions followed by the thermal conductivity of wood stud. The
effect of the other properties to uncertainty of model predictions is very small.

> The study has shown that to get good results the Monte Carlo simulations should
perform 1,000 runs.
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> Based on the discussion and analysis done in Chapter 4 of this study, it is
demonstrated that the lognormal pdf may provide better simulation outputs than
other two pdfs.

5.2 Recommendations

The following are recommended for future development and research.

> Collect variability data of other wall properties and include them in the Monte
Carlo simulations.

> In accordance with the simulation results generated from the WALL2DN-MC
model, the distribution of insulation failure for the normal pdf always looks like a
lognormal shape for any types of wall assemblies. Further research needs to be
conducted to find reasons for this.

> The developed model can consider only continuous probability distribution
functions. It is necessary to modify the WALL2DN-MC model to allow the use of
discrete probability distribution functions.

> Consider the use of stratified samplings (i.e. Latin Hypercube sampling) and other
techniques to reduce the number of runs required by the simulations.
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> Investigate the use of multivariate techniques which also can be introduced into
WALL2DN-MC to the correlated variables.

> Validate the model with additional experimental data when available.
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45

Full

One layer of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of wood
studs, 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open, 8" nail, no insulation
in cavity

60

Full

One layer of 15.9 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of wood
studs, 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open, 8" nail, Glass Fibre

Table 1 Fire Resistance Tests for Probability of Insulation Failure

100
200
500
1,000

0.894688
0.894758
0.894806
0.894826

N/A
0.0078
0.0054
0.0018

49.273419
49.279669
49.284200
49.286433

N/A
0.0127
0.0092
0.0045

Table 2 Standard Deviation, Mean and Percentage Difference with Different Runs
for Normal PDF

100
200
500
1,000

1.017112
1.017284
1.017365
1.017426

N/A
0.017
0.008
0.006

49.213419
49.212669
49.215507
49.214273

N/A
0.0015
0.0058
0.0025

Table 3 Standard Deviation, Mean and Percentage Difference with Different Runs
for Lognormal PDF

100
200
500
1,000

1.657337
1.642425
1.657258
1.647246

N/A
0.904
0.899
0.606

49.893826
49.858500
49.888833
49.906050

N/A
0.0708
0.0608
0.0345

Table 4 Variance, Mode and Percentage Difference with Different Runs
for Triangular PDF

128

Gl

Full

One layer of 12.7 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of wood
studs, 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open, 16" nail, glass-fibre

5

Full

One layer of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of wood studs,
2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open, 8" nail, no insulation in cavity

6

Full

One layer of 15.9 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of wood studs,
2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open, 8" nail, no insulation in cavity
Table 5 Full-Scale Fire Resistance Tests Presented in Wall2DN

129

One layer of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" SPF wood stud, no insulation, joint open
One layer of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" SPF wood stud, glass-fibre, joint open
One layer of 15.9 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" SPF wood stud, no insulation, joint open
One layer of 15.9 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" SPF wood stud, glass-fibre, joint open

1

Normal

2

Normal

3

Lognormal

4

Lognormal

5

Triangular

One layers of 12.7 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" SPF wood stud, mineral wool, joint open

6

Triangular

One layers of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" SPF wood stud, mineral wool, joint open

Table 6 Description of Different Wall Assemblies

1
2
3
4
5
6

17:09
16:25
20:39
19:17
15:22
16:53

15:44
14:57
18:39
17:20
14:24
15:45

21:46
18:56
25:23
22:12
18:15
20:34

20:10
17:41
23:24
20:41
17:61
19:21

52:49
50:55
62:38
59:54
101:22
107:20

49:04
49:47
58:36
58:15
97:59
103:18

Table 7 Comparison of the Old and the New Model Predictions

131

1

Small

Four layers of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board (no studs)
One layer of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint not open
One layer of 15.9 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint not open
Two layer of 15.9 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of
wood studs, 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint not open

2

Small

3

Small

4

Small

5

Full

One layer of 12.7 mm Type C gypsum board on each side of
wood studs (loaded), 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open

6

Full

One layer of 15.9 mm Type X gypsum board on each side of
wood studs (loaded), 2"x4" wood stud, 16" spacing, joint open

Table 8 Fire Resistance Tests

2
3
4
5
6

19:11
24:09
59:38
16:11
21:50

18:18
21:59
61:00
17:10
20:40

17:00 22:54
20:26 28:19
58:06 69:39
15:44 20:00
18:39 25:25

23:41
27:33
73:11
21:46
25:23

22:33
26:17
71:57
20:10
23:24

51:08
66:40
135:00'
50:00"
60:00 3

56:59
53:45
68:47
65:03
150:004 150:004
52:50
49:04
62:38
58:36

1. Test 4 was terminated at 135 min. Insulation failure had not yet occurred.
2. Test 5 was terminated at 50 min due to structural failure. Insulation failure had not yet occurred.
3. Test 6 was terminated at 60 min due to structural failure. Insulation failure had not yet occurred.
4. It means that test was terminated at 180 min in the model. Insulation failure had not yet occurred.

Table 9 Comparison of Model Predictions and Real-Scale Test Results
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Figure 16 Symmetric Characteristic of Mean in Normal PDF
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Figure 19 Rules of Thumb for any Normal PDF
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Figure 38 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time with all
Five Properties Selected on Basis of Triangular PDF and Test 5
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Properties Selected on Basis of Triangular PDF and Test 5
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Figure 41 Histogram Curves of 100, 500 and 1,000 Runs as a Function of Insulation
Failure Time with all Five Properties Selected on Basis of Normal PDF and Test 5
Series 1: 100 runs (solid line)
Series 2: 500 runs (dash line)
Series 3: 1,000 runs (dash dot line)
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Figure 42 Histogram Curves of 100, 500 and 1,000 Runs as a Function of Insulation
Failure Time with all Five Properties Selected on Basis of Lognormal PDF and Test 5
Series 1: 100 runs (solid line)
Series 2: 500 runs (dash line)
Series 3: 1,000 runs (dash dot line)
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Figure 43 Histogram Curves of 100, 500 and 1,000 Runs as a Function of Insulation
Failure Time with all Five Properties Selected on Basis of Triangular PDF and Test 5
Series 1: 100 runs (solid line)
Series 2: 500 runs (dash line)
Series 3: 1,000 runs (dash dot line)
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Figure 44 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for Test Gl
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Figure 45 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for Test 5
Series 1: Normal pdf (solid line)
Series 2: Lognormal pdf (dash line)
Series 3: Triangular pdf (dash dot line)
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Figure 46 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for Test 6
Series 1: Normal pdf (solid line)
Series 2: Lognormal pdf (dash line)
Series 3: Triangular pdf (dash dot line)
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Figure 47 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time
on Basis of Normal PDF and Test 5
Series 1: All three gypsum board properties selected (solid line)
Series 2: All two wood stud properties selected (dash line)
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Figure 48 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time
on Basis of Lognormal PDF and Test 5
Series 1: All three gypsum board properties selected (solid line)
Series 2: All two wood stud properties selected (dash line)
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Figure 49 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time
on Basis of Triangular PDF and Test 5
Series 1: All three gypsum board properties selected (solid line)
Series 2: All two wood stud properties selected (dash line)
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Figure 50 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time with
each individual property on Basis of Normal PDF and Test 5
Series 1: Thermal Conductivity of Gypsum Board only (solid line)
Series 2: Specific Heat of Gypsum Board only (dash dot line)
Series 3: Shrinkage of Gypsum Board only (short dash line)
Series 4: Thermal Conductivity of Wood Stud only (long dash line)
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Figure 51 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time with
Each Individual Property on Basis of Lognormal PDF and Test 5
Series 1: Thermal Conductivity of Gypsum Board only (solid line)
Series 2: Specific Heat of Gypsum Board only (dash dot line)
Series 3: Shrinkage of Gypsum Board only (short dash line)
Series 4: Thermal Conductivity of Wood Stud only (long dash line)
Series 5: Specific Heat of Wood Stud only (dash double dot line)
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Figure 52 Number of Simulation Runs as a Function of Insulation Failure Time with
Each Individual Property on Basis of Triangular PDF and Test 5
Series 1: Thermal Conductivity of Gypsum Board only (solid line)
Series 2: Specific Heat of Gypsum Board only (dash dot line)
Series 3: Shrinkage of Gypsum Board only (short dash line)
Series 4: Thermal Conductivity of Wood Stud only (long dash line)
Series 5: Specific Heat of Wood Stud only (dash double dot line)
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Figure 53 Number of Simulation Runs as Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for an Insulated 60-minute Rating Wall
Series 1: Normal pdf (solid line)
Series 2: Lognormal pdf (dash line)
Series 3: Triangular pdf (dash dot line)
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Figure 54 Cumulative Probability as Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for an Insulated 60-minute Rating Wall
Series 1: Normal pdf (solid line)
Series 2: Lognormal pdf (dash line)
Series 3: Triangular pdf (dash dot line)
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Figure 55 Number of Simulation Runs as Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for a Non-Insulated 45-minute Rating Wall
Series 1: Normal pdf (solid line)
Series 2: Lognormal pdf (dash line)
Series 3: Triangular pdf (dash dot line)
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Figure 56 Cumulative Probability as Function of Insulation Failure Time Showing
Probability of Insulation Failure for a Non-Insulated 45-minute Rating Wall
Series 1: Normal pdf (solid line)
Series 2: Lognormal pdf (dash line)
Series 3: Triangular pdf (dash dot line)

APPENDIX A
PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
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Introduction

The program developed herein is for applying Monte Carlo methods to the current
WALL2DN model, to predict the heat transfer profile, to determine wood-framed wall
fire resistance, and to simulate probability of insulation failure of wood-stud walls. A
variety of published test and experimental data of properties of wood framed wall
assemblies has been adopted into the model.

The program in the WALL2DN-MC model is designed primarily for generating various
property values of wood-framed wall assemblies through three Monte Carlo random
number generators, which is based on objectively established relationships between
Monte Carlo simulation methods and the temperature-dependent properties of wood-stud
walls.

Program Description
> Programming Language
A computer program to solve these Monte Carlo simulation equations in the
WALL2DN-MC model is written as a function form in Visual C++ with the class
library included, Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC).

Visual C++ is one of the powerful tools for programming, which has become the
industry standard for Windows-based software development in a variety of C++
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compilers, and has been applied for building 32-bit applications for Windows
series and Windows NT.

In this study, the follow-up development of the WALL2DN model will also use
Visual C++ as the programming language for uniformity.

> Interface Design
A key point in the follow-up development of the WALL2DN model is to make it
as convenient and as simple as possible for users without any statistical
knowledge.

Initializing Interface
Only one command bar is added to the original WALL2DN interface, which
allows users to select what kind of Monte Carlo simulation will be applied to the
model heat transfer simulation. Refer to the Figure 29 of Figures.

All others, such as seed generation, have been designed as the back platform for
the reason of simplicity.

Output Interface
There is no big difference in output interface design in this study in comparison
with the WALL2DN model in which output interfaces include the wall-assembly
Temperature-vs-Time graphic, char diagram, and insulation-melt graphic.
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> Subprograms
The newly developed subprograms used in the WALL2DN-MC model are
described in the following section in alphabetical order.

DNRandom: The normal probability distribution function is sampled with mean
and standard deviation. It returns a scaled normally distributed pseudorandom
value.

DURandom: The pseudorandom number should be uniformly distributed between
Min and Max. It returns a scaled double precision uniform pseudorandom
number.

GenerateSeed: It is used to generate seeds that are the most essentially required
input parameters for random number generator. In the WALL2DN-MC model,
time() method provided by MFC is used to generate seeds.

LogNRandom: The lognormal probability distribution function is sampled with
log-mean and log-deviation. It returns a scaled lognormally distributed
pseudorandom value.

NRandom: The standard normal probability distribution function has mean 0 and
standard deviation 1. It samples the unit normal probability distribution.
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TriRandom:

The triangular probability distribution function is sampled with

maximum, minimum and mode. It returns a scaled triangularly distributed
pseudorandom value.

URandom: It returns a unit double precision uniform pseudorandom number.

Program Application

In this section, some basic topics about running the program are described, as they will
give a better understanding of the program. The general forms of the data initializing and
their input format, the computer storage of the variable outputs are the main focuses in
the discussion.

> Input Initializing
There are a number of options for users to create their own customized walls and
Monte Carlo simulations. The options for walls are:

1. Type of gypsum board either on fire-exposed side or on ambient side:
Type X or Type C,
2. Thickness of gypsum board either on fire-exposed side or on ambient
side: 12.7 mm (1/2 inches) or 15.8 mm (5/8 inches),
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3. One layer or two layers for either fire-side or ambient-side gypsum
board,
4. Species of wood stud: SPF (spruce-pine-fir), Douglas fire or Southern
yellow pine,
5. Wood stud spacing: 406 mm (16 inches) or 610 mm (24 inches),
6. Stud size: 38 mm x 89 mm (2 in. x 4 in.) or 38 mm x 140 mm (2 in. x
6 in.),
7. Insulation in stud cavity: No insulation, Glass-fibre and mineral-wool,
8. Insulation density: 0 - 5 0 kg/m3,
9. Simulation time: users defined (default = 50 minutes),
10. Joint open: present or not present (default = yes),
11. Nail space: users defined (default =16 in.),
12. Ambient temperature: users defined (default = 20 °C), and
13. Design fire: ASTM E-l 19 or users defined.
14. The options for Monte Carlo simulations are:
a) Normal distribution function,
b) Lognormal distribution function, and
c) Triangular distribution function.

> Output Storage
Time-based temperature profile is saved as a database file, which can be used as
input for predicting the structural failure of load bearing wood-framed wall
assemblies. As for other output variables, such as time to charring, insulation
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failure, and so on, they will be directly shown in the simulation output interface
similar to Figure 29.

Flow Charts

Although Monte Carlo methods can be a valuable aid to decision making, they should not
be used without an understanding of the process being modeled. Typically, in any
activity, there are a few crucial inputs, and it is these inputs, rather than some other minor
factors, should be treated as the major variables in the analysis. So a Monte Carlo
analysis should be preceded by a sensitivity analysis to determine what the important
parameters are.

There are many ways of approaching a Monte Carlo analysis, but a good starting point is
a flow chart of the processing being modeled. Diagrams Fig. Al and A2 are the
flowcharts applied to the development of the WALL2DN-MC model in this study.
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